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Abstract 

Over the last two decades, the back-to-the-city movement and a shift in planning ideals 

towards intensification have spurred a renewed interest in rapid transit systems. Modern 

rapid transit systems are predominantly developed in tandem with transit-oriented 

development (TOD) planning principles, which encourage, and often incentivize, compact, 

mixed-use development in station neighbourhoods. In response to the resurgence of rapid 

transit systems, a growing body of research explores the relationship between rapid transit 

systems, TOD planning, and gentrification. This “transit-induced gentrification” research 

focuses primarily on the impacts of new transit infrastructure and TOD and the often-

resulting conditions of unaffordability, displacement, and demographic change. However, we 

argue that a fundamental component of transit-induced gentrification is missing from the 

literature, that is, transit’s impacts on commercial businesses.  

 In this thesis, we bridge the gap between transit-induced gentrification and 

commercial gentrification literature by investigating transit-induced commercial 

gentrification in the Region of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, following the implementation of a 

light rail transit (LRT) system. Through a secondary data analysis of an employment survey 

presented in Manuscript 1, we explored compositional changes inside and outside the central 

transit corridor (CTC) between 2011 and 2018, and found significant evidence of commercial 

gentrification, especially in Stage 1 of the CTC, where the LRT is currently operational. In 

Manuscript 2, we interviewed business owners in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown 

Waterloo, which reinforced our quantitative findings and provided additional details not 

captured in our quantitative work. Our interview results also revealed the mechanisms 

fueling commercial gentrification in the urban cores, including the significant role of LRT 

construction in accelerating this process, and profiled how business owners have adapted to 

the demographic and built form changes associated with gentrification.   

 The results presented in this thesis are applicable both to the Region of Waterloo, as 

they begin planning for Stage 2 LRT implementation, and for other mid-sized municipalities 

considering rapid transit.  
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Over the last two decades, rapid transit systems have experienced a renaissance in North 

America. As municipal planning departments grapple with issues of land supply, traffic 

congestion and climate change, transit-oriented development (TOD) has become a promising 

tool to mitigate some of these issues by intensifying land use and reducing auto-dependence. In 

addition to creating walkable, mixed-use communities supported by high quality transit (Jones & 

Ley, 2016), new transit and TOD has been increasingly recognized for its ability to revitalize 

station areas through increased investment and development activity (Duncan, 2011; Hewitt & 

Hewitt, 2012; Saxe & Miller, 2016). However, when used as a tool for economic revitalization, 

TOD has also been found to induce gentrification in station neighbourhoods (Dawkins & 

Moeckel, 2016; Deka, 2017; Kahn, 2007; Kramer, 2018). Coined “transit-induced 

gentrification”, a growing body of literature explores the relationship between new transit 

infrastructure, neighbourhood demographics (Baker & Lee, 2019; Deka, 2017; Dong, 2017), 

housing market activity (Cervero, 2006; Grube-Cavers & Patterson, 2015; Hess & Almeida, 

2007; Hewitt & Hewitt, 2012; Higgins & Kanarouglou, 2018; Immergluck, 2009), and the lived 

experiences of residents (Elliott-Cooper et al., 2020; Ellis-Young & Doucet, 2021; Jackson & 

Buckman, 2020a; Jones & Ley, 2016; Shaw & Hagemans, 2015).  

While acknowledging the complexity and debate around what constitutes gentrification, 

we generally subscribe to the definition presented by (Davidson & Lees, 2005, pp. 1170), who 

describe gentrification as the interconnected process of: 1) the reinvestment of capital; 2) the 

social upgrading of locale by incoming high-income groups; 3) landscape change; and 4) the 

direct or indirect displacement of low-income groups”. In the case of transit-induced 

gentrification, the process of gentrification is induced by new transit investment.  

Commercial businesses are central to the success of TODs, as they improve residents’ 

access to goods, services, and employment opportunities (Dawkins & Moeckel, 2016; González 

et al., 2019), yet they are frequently overlooked in the transit-induced gentrification literature. 

Commercial gentrification can be understood as the process of business upgrading and related 

compositional changes caused by changing neighbourhood demographics (demand side) and/or 
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real or perceived increased demand for store frontage (supply side). When examining the causes 

of commercial gentrification, on the demand side, as a neighbourhood’s demographics change 

under conditions of gentrification, business composition may change to reflect the incoming 

residents’ tastes (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Grier & Perry, 2018; Zukin et al., 2009). On the 

supply side, land value uplift may result in increased commercial  rising rents caused by the 

influx of investors and higher-end businesses (Chapple et al., 2017; González et al., 2019; 

Meltzer, 2016). Through this process, existing businesses may find it difficult to maintain their 

place within a neighbourhood, as, through gentrification, their existing customer base may 

decrease and they may struggle to attract new residents as customers, and/or existing businesses 

may not be able to keep up with rising commercial rent prices. As with residential gentrification, 

research finds that lower-end, locally- and ethnically-owned businesses are most at risk of 

displacement (Deener, 2007; Haltiwanger et al., 2010; Komakech & Jackson, 2016; Sullivan & 

Shaw, 2011).  

The aim of this thesis is to explore the phenomenon of transit-induced commercial 

gentrification in the Region of Waterloo, Ontario, following the implementation of its “ION” 

light rail transit (LRT) system.  

1.2 Case Study Context 

Our study takes place within the Region of Waterloo, a mid-sized municipality located in 

Ontario, Canada (about 100 kilometers from the City of Toronto) (Figure 1). The Region is 

comprised of three cities – Kitchener, Waterloo, and Cambridge – and four rural townships. As 

the 10th most populous Census Metropolitan Area, the Region had a population of 587,165 in 

2021 (Statistics Canada, 2022), and is one of the fastest growing regions in Canada (Ministry of 

Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2019).  
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Figure 1-1. Region of Waterloo's proximity to Toronto and the Greater Toronto Area (Broomfi, 

2022; McMahon, 2018; Ministry of Transportation, 2020a) 

Like most North American municipalities, development in the Region was characterized 

by sprawling suburbs from the 1980s until the early 2000s, when sustainable population growth 

– and struggling downtown cores – became a key planning concern (Filion et al., 2015). The first 

step in the Region’s planning shift towards recentralization was the creation of the Regional 

Growth Management Strategy (RGMS) (2003), which revived the Region’s 1976 concept of a 

central transit corridor (CTC) served by a rapid transit system running between its historical 

downtown cores. Aligning with the province’s “Smart Growth” principles – which emphasize 

mixed-use, walkable, and transit-accessible neighbourhoods – the RGMS called for the re-

urbanization of the Region to support a variety of environmental, social, and economic goals. 

Later, the Province’s Places to Grow Act (2005) and subsequent Growth Plan (2006) further 

echoed the need for intensification, designated the historic cores of Downtown Kitchener, 

Toronto 

Greater Toronto Area 

Region of 
Waterloo 
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UpTown Waterloo and Downtown Galt (Cambridge) as urban growth centres, with assigned 

density targets to be achieved by 2031.  

1.2.1 Planning for Rapid Transit 

In 2011, Regional Council approved the “ION” LRT system, which formed the backbone of their 

recentralization plan. The system was established with goals to improve transit accessibility and 

intensify land-use (Region of Waterloo, 2016). Planned in two stages, Stage 1 consists of a 19-

kilometre LRT route that runs from Waterloo to Kitchener, and in Stage 2 the LRT will be 

extended to the City of Cambridge, replacing the current bus rapid transit (BRT) line, and 

connecting the “Tri-Cities” by rail. Stage 1 construction occurred from 2014 to 2018, and the 

system became operational in June 2019. Stage 2 is anticipated to begin construction in 2028.  

 

 

Figure 1-2. ION Rapid Transit Route and CTC Boundary (Region of Waterloo, 2011) 
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Throughout the planning and development of the ION, the Region and cities took several 

steps to encourage TOD, including up-zoning the CTC to accommodate higher densities, and 

waiving development charges and waiving cash-in-lieu of parkland requirements in the 

downtown cores (Owens et al., 2022). To track their progress, the Region also adopted a yearly 

monitoring program in 2011 with 18 core indicators ranging from transit ridership to 

demographic changes, to development activity. Of importance to this study, they monitor several 

metrics related to business composition, including the number of restaurants, grocery stores, and 

arts and culture establishments in the CTC, which are cited to be indicators of cultural vibrancy 

(Region of Waterloo, 2019, 2020a). 

1.2.2 Signs of Gentrification in the Transit Corridor 

Since the ION system was approved, the CTC has experienced some dramatic changes. The CTC 

has seen more than $3.8 billion in new construction value, with more than $3.2 billion occurring 

in Stage 1 alone (Region of Waterloo, 2022b). This new construction activity is concentrated in 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo and has materialized primarily in the form of 

luxury high-rise condominiums, many of which have ground floor retail. This building activity 

has resulted in almost 18,000 new residential units in the CTC between 2011 and 2021 (Region 

of Waterloo, 2022a), and a related population increase of approximately 12,688 new residents – 

with about 12,000 of those residents in Stage 1 (Region of Waterloo, 2022b) According to 

developers, planners and politicians, the LRT has functioned as a symbol of the municipality’s 

commitment to revitalization, which signals a safe investment to developers (Antanaitis, 2014; 

Tran, 2016). According to local realtors, young professionals and older adults are the most 

interested in condo living and are willing to pay a premium to live an amenity-rich urban 

lifestyle (Cook, 2018), which has resulted in a 17 percent purchasing premium (Huang, 2020) 

and 7 percent rental premium for units in the CTC (Pi, 2017).  

Through the influx of higher-income residents and increasing property values, lower-

income residents have found it increasingly difficult to maintain their place in the downtown 

cores (Ellis-Young & Doucet, 2021). Regarding commercial change, in the Region of Waterloo's 

most recent report (2020), the number of arts and culture establishments has increased from 241 
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in 2011 to 336 in 2018; and the proportion of the Region’s restaurants located in the CTC 

increased from 50 percent to 54 percent, both signs of commercial gentrification (Region of 

Waterloo, 2022b). Altogether, the CTC, and in particular, Downtown Kitchener and UpTown 

Waterloo are showing significant signs of transit-induced gentrification, yet the full extent of 

commercial change remains unknown.  

1.3 Thesis Objectives  

This work is highly motivated by the increased implementation of rapid transit systems as a tool 

to facilitate economic revitalization in mid-sized cities across North America. While a growing 

body of research explores the residential aspects of transit-induced neighbourhood change, the 

impacts of rapid transit development on commercial businesses remains understudied. This 

brings us to Objective 1: to explore the phenomenon of transit-induced commercial gentrification 

in the Region of Waterloo’s CTC. To achieve this objective, we first conducted a secondary data 

analysis of the Region of Waterloo’s Workplace Count (WPC) to compare how commercial 

business composition has changed inside versus outside the CTC and to determine whether 

commercial gentrification is occurring inside and/or outside the CTC. Second, we conducted 

semi-structured interviews with business owners in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo 

to learn about: 1) how commercial business composition has changed in the urban cores since 

LRT approval; 2) whether these changes represent commercial gentrifications; and 3) what 

mechanisms are fueling these changes, and how business owners have been able to adapt to 

changing conditions.  

 Transit-induced gentrification and commercial gentrification researchers favour 

quantitative methods in efforts to measure change. However, quantitative data cannot always tell 

the whole story. For residential studies of transit-induced gentrification, significant criticisms 

have arisen about the efficacy of census data and the difficulty of tracking displacement. Further, 

in studies of commercial change, quantitative data alone often misses important details such as 

ownership type (e.g., independently owned versus chain), business description (e.g., café, fast-

food restaurant, full-service restaurant), and the products and services offered (e.g., no-frills 

barbershop versus specialty hair salon). Therefore, we present Objective 2: to explore the 
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practical applications of qualitative research methods in commercial gentrification research. 

We address this objective in our second manuscript, where we use business owners’ descriptions 

of commercial change to determine whether commercial gentrification is occurring in the 

downtown cores, and further, what business owners believe to be the mechanisms of these 

changes. We compare our qualitative findings to those of our quantitative analysis and related 

literature, and highlight the benefits and shortcomings of each method.   

1.4 Research Questions 

In alignment with our objectives, this thesis was guided by two main research questions and 

associated sub-questions, as outlined below.  

Q1. Has the commercial business composition within Waterloo Region’s transit corridor 

changed since the approval (2011) and launch (2019) of the ION light rail transit system? If so, 

what effects are seen?  

Q1a. Do these changes relate to, or contribute to commercial gentrification? If so, how?  

Q1b. What are the mechanisms behind these changes? 

Q2. How have businesses been impacted by, and responded to, the demographic and built form 

changes associated with LRT implementation? 

1.5 Thesis Outline  

This thesis is organized into four chapters and proceeds as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 are based 

on two manuscripts. Chapter 2, titled “Retail and Light Rail: Using business survey data to 

explore transit-induced commercial gentrification in Waterloo Region’s transit corridor” 

presents the results of our quantitative research, where we used the Region of Waterloo’s WPC 

dataset to compare how business composition has changed inside versus outside the CTC, and 

whether these changes represent commercial gentrification. Chapter 2 addresses Q1 and Q1a. In 

Chapter 3, titled “Transit-induced commercial gentrification? Business owners’ perspectives of 

neighbourhood change in Kitchener-Waterloo”, we use semi-structured interviews with business 

owners in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo to explore their observations and 

perspectives of commercial change, whether these changes represent commercial gentrification, 
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what the mechanisms behind these changes are, and further, how business owners have adapted 

to the demographic and built form changes associated with LRT implementation. Chapter 3 

addresses Q1 inclusive and Q2. Lastly, in Chapter 4, we compare our quantitative and qualitative 

findings to present summative conclusions, and outline implications for planning practice and 

future research.  
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Chapter 2  Manuscript 1: Retail and Light Rail: Investigating the 
relationship between transit-induced intensification and commercial 

gentrification Waterloo Region’s transit corridor 

2.1 Introduction 

Following the back-to-the-city movement and a shift in planning ideals towards recentralization 

(Dovey et al., 2017; Filion et al., 2016; Lee, 2018), municipalities across North America have 

recognized the potential of rapid transit systems to support revitalization goals (Baker & Lee, 

2019; Cervero & Duncan, 2002). Planning departments play an active role in facilitating transit-

oriented development (TOD) by encouraging (and often, incentivizing) compact, mixed-use 

development in station neighbourhoods to maximize economic benefits (Jones & Ley, 2016). In 

response to the increased use of rapid transit as an economic development tool, a growing body 

of literature highlights the relationship between rapid transit, TOD, and gentrification. This 

“transit-induced gentrification” refers to the process that occurs “when transit proximity is 

capitalized into TOD housing prices, resulting in higher-income households outbidding lower 

income households for housing in transit-proximate locations” (Dawkins & Moeckel, 2016, pp. 

802-803).  

Transit-induced gentrification research is conducted primarily from a residential lens and 

focuses on the increased cost of housing associated with transit proximity and the socioeconomic 

changes associated with gentrification. However, as a central component to the establishment of 

TOD neighbourhoods, we argue that commercial businesses are a key component of transit-

induced gentrification, yet their study remain largely absent in the literature. In this research, we 

aim to close this gap by conducting a case study of transit-induced commercial gentrification in 

the Region of Waterloo’s central transit corridor (CTC) – the planning area that encompasses an 

800-metre radius around their “ION” light rail transit (LRT) line. More specifically, we use the 

following questions to guide our inquiry:  

1) How has business composition in the CTC changed since the approval of the Region of 

Waterloo’s ION LRT system?  

2) Do these changes relate to, or contribute to, commercial gentrification? If so, how? 
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In this article, we begin with a review of commercial gentrification literature, where we 

highlight dominant methods, common indicators of commercial gentrification, and introduce the 

small body of literature that explores transit-induced commercial change. Next, we provide an 

overview of our case study area, followed by a description of our research methods and data. We 

will then present the findings of our secondary data analysis by business category with an 

integrated discussion. Lastly, we will conclude by providing an overview of our study’s major 

findings, contributions to the literature, limitations, and opportunities for future research.  

2.2 Literature Review 

Transit-induced gentrification is a growing body of literature that focuses on the residential 

aspects of gentrification such as property values (Hess & Almeida, 2007; Hewitt & Hewitt, 2012; 

Higgins & Kanarouglou, 2018), neighbourhood demographics (Baker & Lee, 2019; Deka, 2017; 

Dong, 2017), and increasingly, the lived experiences of those in gentrifying neighbourhoods 

(Ellis-Young & Doucet, 2021; Jackson & Buckman, 2020b; Jones & Ley, 2016; Shaw & 

Hagemans, 2015). While transit-induced gentrification studies include general descriptions of 

changing commercial landscapes in gentrifying neighbourhoods, they seldom explore the 

implications of these changes or what they represent. Commercial businesses play a key role in 

establishing TOD neighbourhoods, as they provide goods, services, and employment 

opportunities in a walkable urban context.  

2.2.1 Defining Commercial Gentrification 

Commercial gentrification refers to the process of commercial district change characterized by 

business upgrading and other compositional changes caused by changing demographics and/or 

increased demand for commercial space (Chapple et al., 2017; González et al., 2019; Meltzer, 

2016). Through this process, existing businesses may experience displacement caused by 

decreased patronage due to changes in consumer demand and/or by increased commercial rents 

due to higher demand for commercial space (Chapple et al., 2017; González et al., 2019; 

Meltzer, 2016). While existing businesses may benefit from the influx of new residents, most 

studies demonstrate their inability to bridge the gap between clienteles (Grier & Perry, 2018; 

Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009). Further, as demand for commercial space increases in 
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gentrifying neighbourhoods, existing businesses may not be able to keep up with rising rents, 

forcing them to relocate or close their doors altogether (Chapple et al., 2017; González et al., 

2019; Meltzer, 2016).     

When examining how commercial districts change under conditions of gentrification, 

studies demonstrate inconsistent findings, suggesting that these changes are dependent on the 

local context and the identities and values of incoming residents and the neighbourhood’s 

“brand” (Keatinge & Martin, 2016; Rankin & McLean, 2014). For example, Keatinge and 

Martin (2016) described the mismatch between a gentrified residential community abutting a 

non-gentrified commercial district following local rejection of a strip club in a “family-oriented” 

neighbourhood in Etobicoke, Toronto. There is also evidence that commercial gentrification 

occurs in phases, as a neighbourhood may transition from low-income, to “hipster”, to middle- or 

upper-class (Zimmerman, 2008). Both Ley (1996) and Roth and Grant (2015) observed this 

transitional process in Kitsilano, Vancouver and the North End neighbourhood in Halifax, where 

the first wave of commercial gentrification saw increases in businesses such as second-hand 

stores, craft shops, cafés and bars, but as gentrification progressed, more substantial business 

upgrading occurred and higher-end restaurants, cafés, boutiques and arts and entertainment 

businesses –  reflecting middle- and upper-class tastes – entered the area (see also Zukin et al., 

2009).  

Regarding middle- and upper-class tastes, Bridge and Dowling (2001) found that 

commodity-type retail (e.g., food and home goods stores) represented the largest proportion of 

businesses in gentrifying neighbourhoods in Sydney, Australia, followed by restaurants (mostly 

cafés and high-end ethnic restaurants) and personal services (e.g., gyms, beauty salons, 

hairdressers, alternative therapies, etc.). The ownership type of businesses in gentrifying 

neighbourhoods also varied across studies, with some citing an increased presence of chain 

stores (Meltzer, 2016; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009), and others reporting increases in locally 

owned businesses (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Ley, 1996; Roth & Grant, 2015). Overall, the 

fundamental indicator of commercial gentrification is the process of business upgrading, where 

“pubs become wine bars, corner shops become delis, the greasy spoon café becomes a barista-

style coffee shop and so on” (Hubbard, 2017, pp. 5). 
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2.2.2 Measuring Commercial Change 

Studies of commercial change use a variety of quantitative methods and data to identify and 

monitor trends. First, looking at the handful of studies that explore commercial change near 

transit, Cervero (2006) and Cervero and Duncan (2002) used commercial sales transaction data 

to estimate a hedonic price model. They found capitalization premiums for commercial 

properties located within 0.25 miles (~400 metres) of light rail and commuter rail stations, with 

higher premiums along TOD lines and near downtown stations. Chapple et al. (2017) created a 

gentrification index – using the parameters of business turnover rates, minority-owned 

establishment share, and non-chain small business establishment share – to identify and predict 

commercial gentrification in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area. Researchers assumed 

that commercially gentrified census tracts would see decreasing shares of frequent and necessary 

establishments (businesses that fill everyday needs i.e., grocery stores, gas stations, hardware 

stores), increasing shares of discretionary and infrequent establishments (luxury or specialty 

stores), and lower rates of minority-owned and non-chain small business shares. They found that 

the presence of a rail transit station was not a significant predictor of commercial gentrification. 

Lastly, Ray (2017), examined the impacts of new transit construction on business revenue and 

survival in Los Angeles, and found that despite insignificant changes in revenue, businesses 

within 400 metres of a station had an increased risk of failure, believed to be associated with 

increased rents. A summary table of the data and methods used in the above-noted studies is 

provided in Table 1.  

Table 1. Summary of Commercial Change Studies 

Study Data/Methods 

Cervero, R. (2006). Effects of 
Light and Commuter Rail 
Transit on Land Prices: 
Experiences in San Diego 
County.  

Hedonic price model estimated using estimated parcel price 
and vectors for:  

1) Proximity/accessibility to transit and highways;  
2) Property characteristics (e.g., structure size, age) and 

location attributes (e.g., type of commercial);  
3) Neighbourhood socio-demographic characteristics 

(e.g., racial composition, household income); and  
4) Fixed-effects controls (e.g., municipality property 

located).  
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Cervero, R., & Duncan, M. 
(2002). Transit’s Value-
Added Effects: Light and 
Commuter Rail Services and 
Commercial Land Values.  

Hedonic price model estimated using estimated parcel price 
and vectors for: 

1) Proximity to transit facilities;  
2) Neighbourhood characteristics (e.g., presence of 

mixed land uses, median housing income); 
3) Location and regional accessibility attributes (e.g., 

accessibility to jobs); and 
4) Controls.  

Chapple, K., Loukaitou-
Sideris, A., Gonzalez, S. R., 
Kadin, D., & Poirier, J. 
(2017). Transit-Oriented 
Development & Commercial 
Gentrification: Exploring the 
Linkages.  

Created ‘commercial gentrification index’ using definition 
parameters that measured: 

1) Infrequent establishment churn; 
2) Discretionary establishment churn; 
3) Minority-owned business share; and 
4) Non-chain small business share. 

Rescaled parameter to 0-100 index, weighed according to 
interpretation of commercial gentrification. Applied index to 
Census Tracts defined as ‘commercial’.  
 

Ray, R. (2017). Open for 
business? Effects of Los 
Angeles Metro Rail 
construction on adjacent 
businesses.  

Used difference-in-difference technique to track effects of 
subway line construction for businesses within 150 metres, 
305 metres, 400 metres and 800 metres using business 
location, sales, employment, and sector information between 
1990-2011 (from NETS database).  

 

 Zooming out to more general commercial gentrification studies, many researchers use the 

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) – a standardized system of business 

identifier codes. The classification hierarchy begins with two-digit codes representing the 

broadest groups, to its most descriptive, six-digit codes (Statistics Canada, 2021)to generate a 

snapshot of business composition at a given time to explore business turnover (Agnew et al., 

2010; Meltzer, 2016; Meltzer & Capperis, 2017). In both studies, researchers used the National 

Establishment Time Series (NETS) – a longitudinal establishment-level dataset – and use NAICS 

and demographic data to monitor business turnover in New York City Neighbourhoods. In their 

2016 study, Meltzer found that although typical gentrifying neighbourhoods do not show higher 

rates of displacement, storefronts remain vacant for longer, and when they are eventually 

occupied, they are more likely to introduce new types of services or chain businesses. In their 

2017 study, Meltzer and Capperis found that the most significant factor in commercial turnover 
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in mixed-use neighbourhoods was neighbourhood demographics, and that population growth was 

the strongest indicator of high turnover and commercial change. Alternatively, in their review of 

common methodological approaches and shortcomings to studies of retail change, Kosta (2019) 

suggested the use of business directories for their potential to compare business counts and to 

create a business census, which was employed previously by Roth and Grant (2015), who used 

business directories and other archival data to track the waves of change to a commercial street 

in Halifax, as described previously.  

 As demonstrated through this review, despite being a central component of TODs, 

commercial aspects of neighbourhood change are seldom explored in studies of transit-induced 

gentrification. Commercial gentrification literature emphasizes the contextual nature of changing 

commercial landscapes, but highlights common indicators including commercial upgrading 

(Jones & Ley, 2016; Roth & Grant, 2015) and the increased concentration of chain businesses 

(Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009), boutiques and high-end businesses, restaurants and personal 

care services (Bridge & Dowling, 2001). To complement and contribute to transit-induced 

gentrification literature, we explore commercial business change in the Region of Waterloo using 

NAICS data.  

2.3 Case Study Profile 

The Region of Waterloo is a mid-size municipality located in Southwestern Ontario, Canada 

with a population of 587,165 (Statistics Canada, 2022). It is comprised of three urban cities – 

Kitchener, Waterloo, and Cambridge – and four rural townships. Census data collected during 

our study period reports a Regional population of 535,154, with almost 90 percent of residents 

located within the “Tri-Cities” (Statistics Canada, 2017a, 2017b). The Region is also quickly 

growing and regularly tops the list as the fastest-growing urban area in Canada (Statistics 

Canada, 2020). It is anticipated that the Region will reach 923,000 residents by 2051 (Region of 

Waterloo, 2021).  

To facilitate this population growth, over the last two decades, development in the 

Region has shifted away from predominantly suburban greenfield development towards urban 

intensification. Directly related to their goals of intensification and improving transit 
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accessibility, the Region approved the ION LRT system in 2011 (Region of Waterloo, 2016). 

The ION’s development was divided into two stages as seen below in Figure 1. Stage 1 – which 

was constructed between 2014 and 2018 and became operational in June 2019 – is a 19-

kilometre route that runs between Waterloo and Kitchener, with half of its 16 stops strategically 

located in the downtown cores to facilitate redevelopment. Currently a bus rapid transit (BRT) 

route, in Stage 2, the LRT line will be extended to Cambridge, connecting the Tri-Cities by rail.  

2.3.1 Gentrification in the CTC 

Since the LRT’s approval, the CTC has experienced significant changes related to the 

built form and neighbourhood demographics. Between our study period of 2011 and 2018, the 

CTC saw more than $2.5 billion in new construction value, with more than $2 billion of that 

value concentrated in Stage 1 of the CTC (Region of Waterloo, 2019). Most recent data to the 

year 2020 reports more than $3.8 billion in new construction value, with over $3.2 billion 

occurring in Stage 1 (Region of Waterloo, 2022b). This development has materialized primarily 

in the form of high-rise luxury condominiums with ground floor retail and is occurring primarily 

in the cities’ two urban cores, Downtown Kitchener, and UpTown Waterloo. According to 

developers, planners and politicians, the LRT has functioned as a symbol of the municipality’s 

commitment to revitalization, which has motivated developers to invest in the area (Antanaitis, 

2014; Tran, 2016). While according to realtors, those interested in condo living are primarily 

young professionals and older adults (Cook, 2018), there is also a strong desire for medium-

density housing (e.g., single- and semi-detached, duplexes and townhomes) in core areas, 

resulting in a premium for current stock (Babin, 2016). The increased interest in urban living is 

reflected in the 7 percent rental premium (Pi, 2017) and 17 percent purchasing premium (Huang, 

2020) for residential properties in the corridor.  

Regarding commercial change, the Region of Waterloo does include some analysis of 

commercial change in their yearly CTC monitoring report. For example, their most recent report 

cites an increase in the number of arts and culture establishments from 241 in 2011 to 336 in 

2018, and an increased proportion of the Region’s restaurants located in the CTC from 50 

percent to 54 percent (Region of Waterloo, 2022b). Through our companion qualitative study 

(Webber et al., 2022) involving semi-structured interviews with business owners, we find strong 
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evidence of commercial gentrification in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo through 

reported losses of locally-owned businesses paired with increases in chain businesses and strong 

evidence of commercial upgrading, through the influx of high-end and discretionary businesses 

including food establishments, personal services, and entertainment-based businesses. Therefore, 

through this study, we aim to contribute to the Waterloo case study by exploring LRT-induced 

change through a commercial business lens.  

2.3.2 Overview of Study Area 

This study is a single instrumental case study with embedded units of analysis. We use the 

exploration of commercial change in the Region of Waterloo to generate a better understanding 

of transit-induced commercial gentrification. To achieve this, we use the Region’s established 

CTC area as the bounded system and divide it into five subcases, as identified and described 

below (Figure 1, Figure 2), to compare changes occurring inside and outside the CTC.  

1) Stage 1 CTC: the 800-metre radius around the LRT line that runs from Conestoga Mall 

in Waterloo to Fairview Park Mall in Kitchener.  

a) Outside Urban Cores: the area within Stage 1 of the CTC that excludes UpTown 

Waterloo and Downtown Kitchener. 

b) UpTown Waterloo 

c) Downtown Kitchener 

2) Stage 2 CTC: the 800-metre radius around the proposed LRT route that will connect 

Fairview Park Mall in Kitchener to Downtown Cambridge.  

3) Outside CTC: all other areas in the Region of Waterloo outside the CTC, including the 

Region’s rural townships.  
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Figure 2-1. Study Area (Region of Waterloo, 2011) 
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Figure 2-2. Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo (Region of Waterloo, 2022c) 

2.4 Methodology & Data 

2.4.1 Introduction to the Workplace Count and NAICS 

To achieve our aims, we conducted a secondary data analysis of the Region’s Workplace Count 

(WPC) survey to analyze business change across the Region since LRT approval. The WPC is a 

voluntary survey of places of employment used to provide a snapshot of business distribution in 

the Region, which helps planners and policymakers plan for future growth (Region of Waterloo, 

2020b). In this survey, business owners are asked to describe the products and services they 

offer, which allows surveyors to determine their NAICS code.  

Due to the scope and interests of this research, we analyzed five two-digit NAICS groups 

at the two- and three-digit level. A list of the two- and three-digit NAICS business descriptions 

used in this study are included in Table 2 below. The selected codes generally align with the 

NAICS codes included in studies cited previously (e.g. Agnew et al., 2010; Chapple et al., 2017; 

Meltzer, 2016; Meltzer & Capperis, 2017), with the exception of Information & Cultural 
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Industries, which we included as a specific industry of interest due to the Region’s reported tech 

boom over the last decade (Davis, 2020).   

 

Table 2. Two- and Three-Digit NAICS Codes Summary 

NAICS Code Description 

44-45 Retail Trade 

441 Motor Vehicle & Parts Dealers 

442 Furniture & Home Furnishings Stores 

443 Electronics & Appliance Stores 

444 Building Material & Garden Equipment & Supplies Dealers 

445 Food & Beverage Stores 

446 Health & Personal Care Stores 

447 Gasoline Stations 

448 Clothing & Accessories Stores 

451 Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores 

453 Miscellaneous Store Retailers 

454 Non-Store Retailers 

51 Information & Cultural Industries 

511 Publishing Industries 

512 Motion Picture & Sound Recording Industries 

515 Broadcasting (Except Internet) 

517 Telecommunications 

518 Data Processing, Hosting & Related Services 

519 Other Information Services 

71 Arts, Entertainment & Recreation 

711 Performing Arts, Spectator Sports & Related Industries 

712 Heritage Institutions 

713 Amusement, Gambling & Recreation Services 
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72 Accommodation & Food Services 

721 Accommodation Services 

722 Food Services & Drinking Places 

81 Other Services 

811 Repair & Maintenance 

812 Personal & Laundry Services 

813 Religious, Grant Making, Civic & Professional & Similar Organizations 

814 Private Households 

 

While the NAICS code descriptions are helpful in narrowing down each category, as seen 

in Table 1, some of the descriptions are quite general and might not give us the answers we are 

searching for in terms of specific business types associated with commercial gentrification (e.g., 

for food establishments, fast food, dine-in, bars, cafes, etc.). In addition, it is important to note 

that while the WPC is effective in providing a snapshot of business composition, since this 

survey is voluntary and response rates are unknown as it is not possible to verify whether the 

sample represents all businesses in the Region without a special Statistics Canada compilation 

that is outside the scope of this work. We were, however, able to compare the number of 

businesses surveyed for each sector and compare them to the available Canadian Business 

Patterns (pre-2014) (Statistics Canada, 2011)  and Canadian Business Counts (2015-present) 

(Statistics Canada, 2018) available at the Census Division level for to put response rates in 

context. This comparison is presented in Table 3, and highlights discrepancies ranging from 44 

to 1536 fewer (or 0% to 6% difference when viewed as a percent of total) businesses represented 

in the WPC than the total number of businesses present in the Region. When comparing the 

percent change between 2011 and 2018 for the Workplace Count and Canadian Business 

Patterns/Count data, we can see quite significant discrepancies for each two-digit NAICS 

category.  
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Table 3. Workplace Count vs. Canadian Business Patterns/Counts, Waterloo Region 

  
  

2011 2018 Percent Change 2011-
2018 

Workplace 
Count 

(Summer) 

Canadian 
Business 
Patterns 
(June) 

Workplace 
Count 

(Summer) 

Canadian 
Business 
Counts 
(June) 

Workplace 
Count 

Canadian 
Business 
Counts 

44-45: Retail 
Trade 2313 (42%) 3099 (41%) 2232 (36%) 3535 (37%) -4% 14% 

51: Information 
& Cultural 
Industries 

148 (3%) 287 (4%) 494 (8%) 538 (6%) 234% 87% 

71: Arts, 
Entertainment 
& Recreation 

261 (5%) 393 (5%) 324 (5%) 713 (7%) 24% 81% 

72: 
Accommodation 
& Food Services 

1052 (19%) 1142 (15%) 1314 (21%) 1417 (15%) 25% 24% 

81: Other 
Services 1763 (32%) 2654 (35%) 1791 (29%) 3327 (35%) 2% 25% 

TOTAL 5537 
(100%) 

7575 
(100%) 

6155 
(100%) 

9530 
(100%) 

11% 26% 

 

2.4.2 Data Analysis 

We used WPC data from the years 2011 and 2018 for our analysis. As 2011 was the year the 

LRT was approved, the data provides us with a good baseline of business composition prior to 

LRT construction and operation. While the LRT was not operational until June 2019, by mid-

2018 when the survey was conducted, construction was reaching an end, and as previously 

described, the CTC had already experienced significant changes.  

We began our analysis by exploring the proportional changes occurring in Stage 1 and 2 

of the CTC compared to those occurring outside the CTC and in the Region as a whole.  By 

investigating proportional changes, we can paint a clear picture of the growth or decline within 
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each business sector. To calculate proportional changes, we took the count of businesses 

surveyed for each category and divided it by the total number of businesses in that survey year, 

then multiplied our result by 100 to achieve the proportion. These results are presented in Figure 

3. We also calculated proportional changes for three-digit NAICS codes, with results presented 

in Appendix A.   

We then zoomed in further to compare the changes within each sector from 2011 to 2018. 

For this analysis, we used the business counts for two- and three-digit codes to calculate the 

proportional change from 2011 to 2018. Our results are presented using percent change and 

business count change. Again, it is important to note that the business count results presented do 

not accurately represent the total number of businesses lost or gained, but rather the difference in 

the number of businesses within that category surveyed each year. We also examined the 

changes occurring within Stage 1 of the CTC in more detail by breaking this category into three 

subcategories: Downtown Kitchener, UpTown Waterloo, and outside the urban cores. Again, we 

compared these trends against those occurring in Stage 2 of the CTC, outside the CTC, and in the 

Region at large. These results are presented in Tables 4-13. 

2.5 Findings & Discussion 

Figure 3 provides an overview and comparison of business distribution in Stage 1 and 2 of the 

CTC, outside the CTC, and the Region, between 2011 and 2018. Overall, business composition 

trends in Stage 1 and 2 of the CTC and outside the CTC align with Regional trends – with the 

exception of Retail Trade and Information and Cultural Services. Beginning with the most 

similar category, Arts, Entertainment and Recreation businesses represents a constant 5% of 

businesses between 2011 and 2018 and across all geographies, except Stage 2 of the CTC – 

which saw an increase from 3% to 5%. Within the Accommodation and Food Services category, 

the proportion of businesses ranges from 17% to 25%, with all showing modest increases of 2% 

in Stage 2 (19% to 21%) and outside the CTC (17% to 19%), and a 3% increase in Stage 1 of the 

CTC (22% to 25%). Stage 1 of the CTC has the highest proportion of Accommodation and Food 

services businesses in both years, followed by Stage 2, then outside the CTC. The proportion of 

Other Service businesses ranges from 25% to 36%, with decreases observed everywhere except 

Stage 2 of the CTC – who saw a 1% increase. Stage 1 of the CTC experienced a 2% decrease 
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(27% to 25%), and the largest decrease of 3% occurred outside the CTC (36% to 33%). The first 

major anomaly between the CTC and Regional trends falls within the Information and Cultural 

Industries. Information and Cultural Industries represents 1% to 15% across all locations, with 

increases of 2% outside the CTC (3% to 5%), 3% in Stage 2 of the CTC (1% to 4%), and 12% in 

Stage 1 of the CTC (3% to 15%). The second major anomaly between CTC and Regional trends 

is presented in the Retail Trade category. Where the proportion of Retail Trade businesses 

remains the same outside the CTC at 38%, Stage 2 sees a 9% decrease (52% to 43%, and Stage 1 

experiences the most significant decrease of 13% (43% to 30%). For the remainder of this 

section, we will identify and discuss the major findings for each business sector.  
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Figure 2-3: Comparison of Business Composition (2011-2018) 
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2.5.1 Death of Retail? 

The Retail Trade category comprises the largest proportion of businesses surveyed across all 

years and locations. As seen in Figure 3, the proportion of retail businesses has declined in all 

locations, except outside the CTC. This decline is most pronounced in Stage 1, with a 13% 

decrease from 2011 to 2018, followed by Stage 2, with a 9% decrease. While these results may 

not seem particularly surprising considering the growing shift towards online retail and 

associated “death” of brick-and-mortar retail (Talen & Jeong, 2019), they are in direct 

contradiction to dominant results of commercial gentrification studies, which report retail as a 

growing sector in gentrifying neighbourhoods (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Zukin et al., 2009).  

In the context of our case study, Stage 1 and 2 of the CTC encompass three of the 

Region’s urban cores – Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo in Stage 1 and Downtown 

Cambridge in Stage 2, all of whom have experienced a development boom over the last decade – 

and all the Region’s major malls – Fairview Park Mall and Conestoga Mall in Stage 1 and the 

Cambridge Centre in Stage 2. While the Region’s malls are no exception to the mass exodus of 

anchor retail stores such as Zellers, Target and Sears, and other mall-based retail businesses like 

Payless Shoes and Forever 21, all of Region’s malls have either undergone or are currently 

undertaking major renovations. For example, at Fairview Park Mall, the former Sears is going to 

be converted into new retail and office space, and a new four-storey office building and several 

freestanding restaurants will be constructed on the site (Davis, 2019a). Therefore, perhaps in 

2018, the WPC data captured a retail slump associated with the initial loss of retail businesses 

and the renovation period, which may not be reflective of current numbers.  

Another factor that may be contributing to the more pronounced decline of retail 

businesses in the CTC is the rise of car-oriented SmartCentre-type retail outlets in the Region, 

which may help explain why the proportion of retail businesses remained the same outside the 

CTC from 2011 to 2018. Perhaps the most extreme of examples is located on a 100-acre parcel 

of land at the border of Kitchener and Waterloo, “The Boardwalk” shopping centre began its first 

phase of construction in 2009 (Desmond, 2020). This sprawling low-rise development is 

comprised of big-box and chain retailers with several traditionally mall-based businesses, 

including clothing and accessories stores, mobile service providers, and hobby stores. While in 

direct competition with malls, SmartCentres may also hurt urban core businesses, as their 
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abundance of free parking in front of each business make them generally easier to access by car 

than their urban counterparts.  

 

Table 4. Retail Trade: Percent Change 2011-2018 

 Stage 1 CTC 
Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

44-45: Retail Trade 
 -17.2% -11.0% -25.2% -11.3% 8.0% -3.5% 

441: Motor Vehicle 
& Parts Dealers 

 
-25.5% 0.0% 0.0% -6.5% 70.0% 15.5% 

442: Furniture & 
Home Furnishings 
Stores 

 

18.2% -40.0% -57.1% -10.5% 19.1% 17.1% 

443: Electronics & 
Appliance Stores 

 
-65.0% -28.6% 100.0% -27.3% -31.0% -38.8% 

444: Building 
Material & Garden 
Equipment & 
Supplies Dealers 

 

-18.8% -33.3% 0.0% 7.7% 9.1% 3.6% 

445: Food & 
Beverage Stores 

 
0.0% 0.0% -25.0% 7.3% -4.6% -2.8% 

446: Health & 
Personal Care Stores 

 
7.3% 0.0% -28.6% 15.2% 38.8% 23.0% 

447: Gasoline 
Stations 

 
0.0% -100.0% 0.0% -25.0% 0.0% -4.3% 

448: Clothing & 
Accessories Stores 

 
-35.5% -20.0% -42.9% -28.8% 12.1% -22.4% 

451: Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book & 
Music Stores 

 

-7.4% -11.1% 0.0% 15.4% 18.6% 8.8% 

452: General 
Merchandise Stores 

 
-18.2% 0.0% 0.0% 7.7% 7.5% 3.8% 
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453: Miscellaneous 
Store Retailers 

 
8.3% -5.6% -4.8% -9.1% -14.1% -9.0% 

454: Non-Store 
Retailers 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% -100.0% 14.3% 25.0% 
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Table 5. Retail Trade: Count Change 2011-2018 

 

Stage 1 CTC 
Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

44-45: Retail Trade -85 -11 -26 -52 93 -81 

441: Motor Vehicle 
& Parts Dealers -12 2 0 -3 56 29 

442: Furniture & 
Home Furnishings 
Stores 

4 -2 -4 -4 18 26 

443: Electronics & 
Appliance Stores -26 -2 1 -9 -18 -54 

444: Building 
Material & Garden 
Equipment & 
Supplies Dealers 

-3 -1 0 1 7 4 

445: Food & 
Beverage Stores 0 0 -2 3 -12 -11 

446: Health & 
Personal Care Stores 4 0 -2 5 40 47 

447: Gasoline 
Stations 0 -1 0 -3 0 -4 

448: Clothing & 
Accessories Stores -54 -5 -18 -40 13 -104 

451: Sporting 
Goods, Hobby, Book 
& Music Stores 

-2 -1 0 4 11 12 

452: General 
Merchandise Stores -2 0 0 1 4 3 

453: Miscellaneous 
Store Retailers 4 -1 -1 -6 -27 -31 

454: Non-Store 
Retailers 2 0 0 -1 1 2 

 

When we examine the three-digit retail NAICS codes and further subdivide our Stage 1 

CTC category, some other interesting trends emerge, as seen in Tables 4 and 5. While our results 

overwhelmingly highlight the stagnancy or decline of retail businesses across the Region, this 

trend is much more prominent in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo, which saw either 
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no change or a decline in all retail business categories except one per location. Looking at 

NAICS businesses that align with the literature such as furniture and home furnishing stores, 

food and beverage stores, health and personal care stores, and clothing and accessories stores, we 

again see that these categories either stay the same or decline in Downtown Kitchener and 

UpTown Waterloo. Interestingly, the decline of retail was also found in our qualitative work in 

the urban cores, however, participants reported that despite many retail businesses closing, the 

new ones entering are higher-end and represent the commercial upgrading of the area – a sign of 

commercial gentrification (Webber et al., 2022). 

Outside the urban cores, there are increases in several retail business categories. First, 

retail businesses that generally take up a larger footprint, such as furniture and home furnishings 

stores, building material and garden equipment and supplies dealers, and sporting goods, hobby, 

book and music stores, have all increased outside the CTC and in some cases, in Stage 2 of the 

CTC as well. While the growth of these categories outside the CTC could be linked to new stores 

opening in these areas, it may also be caused by stores relocating from Stage 1 of the CTC, and 

more specifically, the urban cores, to more suburban locations where large commercial space is 

abundant and perhaps cheaper.  

2.5.2 Tech Boom 

While not directly linked to signs of commercial gentrification as many tech businesses cannot 

be categorized as commercial businesses, the Information & Cultural Industries group is of 

particular interest to this study. The tech industry, and more specifically, the tech workers 

themselves, are deeply entrenched in the field of gentrification literature. Of specific relevance to 

this study is the idea of place-based branding whereby municipalities and business owners cater 

to a specific demographic, excluding others in the process. Examples of this are in the works of 

Deener (2007), Grier and Perry (2018), and Rankin and McLean (2014) who describe placed-

based branding through narratives of inclusion and exclusion. Commercial businesses play a key 

role in fueling these narratives through the products and services selected and their price points, 

and the aesthetic environment of the business (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Deener, 2007). 

Over the last decade, there has been a reported “tech boom” in the Region, with the 

establishment of major tech hubs like the Tannery (opened 2010) and firms such as Google 
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(opened 2017). The tech boom in Waterloo Region is also captured in CBRE’s annual “Scoring 

Tech Talent” reports Waterloo as one of North America’s most concentrated tech markets –  

with tech jobs representing 9.6% of the Region’s total employment – and importantly, North 

America’s fastest growing tech market among millennials (CBRE, 2022) As seen in Figure 3, 

while an increase in tech companies is evident in the Region with a 3% increase in Stage 2 and a 

2% increase outside the CTC, the “boom” is the most pronounced in Stage 1, where there was a 

12% increase between 2011 and 2018.  

 

Table 6. Information & Cultural Industries: Percent Change 2011-2018 

 

Stage 1 CTC 
Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

51: Information & 
Cultural Industries 

248.4% 1440.0% 163.6% 311.1% 90.8% 233.8% 

511: Publishing 
Industries 

385.7% 2380.0% 100.0% 0.0% 137.8% 388.7% 

512: Motion Picture 
& Sound Recording 
Industries 

200.0% 50.0% 50.0% -25.0% -30.0% 10.0% 

515: Broadcasting 
(Except Internet) 

-50.0% 0.0% 0.0% -100.0% 200.0% -14.3% 

517: 
Telecommunications 

360.0% 200.0% 0.0% 700.0% 143.8% 241.7% 

518: Data Processing, 
Hosting & Related 
Services 

0.0% 300.0% 0.0% -100.0% -72.7% -44.1% 

519: Other 
Information Services 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2000.0% 5700.0% 
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Table 7. Information & Cultural Industries Count Change 2011-2018 
 

Stage 1 CTC 
Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

51: Information & 
Cultural Industries 77 144 18 28 79 346 

511: Publishing 
Industries 54 119 6 11 51 241 

512: Motion Picture 
& Sound Recording 
Industries 

4 1 1 -1 -3 2 

515: Broadcasting 
(Except Internet) -2 0 0 -1 2 -1 

517: 
Telecommunications 18 2 1 14 23 58 

518: Data 
Processing, Hosting 
& Related Services 

0 3 0 -2 -16 -15 

519: Other 
Information Services 3 18 10 6 20 57 

 

 When looking at the three-digit NAICS businesses codes in Table 3, we can see that tech 

sector growth is the strongest in Downtown Kitchener. We can also see that this growth looked 

different from location to location. For example, the locations within Stage 1 of the CTC saw the 

largest growth in Publishing Industries, which include newspaper, book, and periodical 

publishers, and most notably, software publishers. Telecommunications represented the largest 

growing sector in Stage 2 of the CTC, and other information services (libraries, archives, and 

internet publishing, broadcasting and web search portals) was the largest growing sector outside 

the CTC.  

Altogether, our findings of a major growth in tech businesses in the CTC, and most 

significantly, Downtown Kitchener, align with local rhetoric about the growth of the Region’s 

tech sector and its concentration in Downtown Kitchener (Davis, 2020). In efforts to capitalize 

on this growth, the local municipalities, together with the Region and business associations have 

made a concerted effort to advertise the Region as a high-tech, forward-thinking place that 
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fosters creativity, where tech workers will feel welcome. The growth of this sector alone can 

have major implications for surrounding local businesses as they attempt to cater to this 

theoretically promising demographic, which may contribute to the gentrification of local 

commercial districts, especially in the urban cores, as this is where the tech companies are 

concentrated. The implications of the perceived tech customers are currently being experienced 

in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo, as informed by our qualitative work, where 

businesses anticipated that the rise in tech companies would equal the rise in tech worker 

patrons, but that has not been the reality (Webber et al., 2022).  

2.5.3 A Cultural Desert 

According to the literature, neighbourhoods that undergo gentrification generally observe an 

increase in entertainment businesses (Ley, 1996; Roth & Grant, 2015; Zukin et al., 2009). 

However, as seen in Figure 3, the Arts, Entertainment and Recreation NAICS category is not 

only the smallest group of businesses studied, but it also remains stable as a proportion of 

business composition between 2011 and 2018, with only a 2% increase observed in Stage 2. The 

Region’s 2018 monitoring report cites an increase from 43% to 47% of the Region’s cultural 

establishments being located in the CTC, but include a variety of other business types that fall 

into different NAICS categories, not just the Arts, Entertainment and Recreation category as 

included in this study (Region of Waterloo, 2019). An additional contextual factor is that the 

Region of Waterloo is located near other major cultural hubs, most notably being the City of 

Toronto, but also neighbouring theatre hotspot Stratford, Ontario. Despite this, however, that is 

not to say that there is not local demand for these experiences locally. 
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Table 8. Arts, Entertainment & Recreation: Percent Change 2011-2018 

 

Stage 1 CTC 
Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

71: Arts, 
Entertainment & 
Recreation 
 

45.5% 20.0% 11.1% 51.6% 14.0% 24.1% 

711: Performing Arts, 
Spectator Sports & 
Related Industries 
 
 

28.6% -25.0% 66.7% 133.3% 66.7% 42.4% 

712: Heritage 
Institutions 
 
 

0.0% 100.0% 50.0% 400.0% -33.3% 8.7% 

713: Amusement, 
Gambling & Recreation 
Industries 
 
 

52.9% 40.0% -50.0% 29.6% 14.6% 22.9% 

 

Table 9. Arts, Entertainment & Recreation: Count Change 2011-2018 

 
Stage 1 CTC 

Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

71: Arts, 
Entertainment & 
Recreation 

20 4 1 16 22 63 

711: Performing Arts, 
Spectator Sports & 
Related Industries 

2 -2 2 4 8 14 

712: Heritage 
Institutions 0 2 1 4 -5 2 

713: Amusement, 
Gambling & Recreation 
Industries 

18 4 -2 8 19 47 
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While this category remains stable as a proportion of overall businesses as seen in Figure 

3, the number of businesses in this category is growing year-over-year, as demonstrated in 

Tables 8 and 9. This growth is the most substantial outside the urban cores in Stage 1 and in 

Stage 2 but is below the regional average everywhere else.  

Additionally, changes from 2011 to 2018 are overall inconsistent, with performing arts, 

spectator sports and related industries increasing everywhere except Downtown Kitchener, 

heritage institutions increasing everywhere except outside the CTC, and amusement, gambling 

and recreation industries increasing everywhere except UpTown Waterloo. These inconsistent 

changes may be evidence of each area developing their own niche in terms of entertainment 

experiences offered, as Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo have made concerted 

efforts to differentiate themselves from each other. This may also be due to the nature of this 

category in that some cultural experiences are not true brick-and-mortar businesses, and many 

cultural events are hosted at locations that would fall within another business category, such as 

churches. 

2.5.4 The Belly of the Gentrification Beast 

Looking next at the Accommodation and Food Services NAICS category, this category 

experienced a minor increase between 2011 and 2018 across all geographies as seen in Figure 3. 

However, where Stage 2 mirrors the regional trend, increasing from 19% to 21% of businesses 

surveyed and outside the CTC from 17% to 19%, Stage 1 starts at a higher 22% and increases by 

an additional percentage point, to 25% of businesses in 2018.  

While accommodation services are not frequently cited in the literature reviewed for this 

study, they are not immune from gentrification. Like other business types, they can too 

experience upgrading, where a low-end motel is replaced by an upscale boutique one, for 

example. An excellent instance of this is seen in Downtown Kitchener, where the historic Walper 

Hotel was redeveloped into an upscale, boutique hotel (McPherson, 2019). Additionally, while 

smaller “no-name” accommodation services were previously common in the downtown cores, 

this recently changed following the opening of a Delta hotel in UpTown Waterloo.  

Despite these local examples, when examining the change in accommodation businesses 

between 2011 and 2018, we can see a decrease in both urban cores, but an increase in Stage 1 of 
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the CTC outside of these areas. This decrease in accommodation services may be due to the 

nature of this land use, and its reliance on parking, resulting in selected locations close to the 

amenities of the cores without being restricted by parking. It is important to note that while these 

changes seem substantial in the Stage 1 subgroups, there is a very low business count for 

accommodation services in these areas, so a gain or loss of a few establishments makes a big 

difference in terms of percent change. Despite these data concerns, there was a loss overall in 

accommodation businesses across the Region. One factor that may be contributing to this decline 

is the rise of informal accommodation services such as Airbnb. These accommodation services 

are especially popular in core areas and would not be captured by the WPC survey.  

 

Table 10. Accommodation & Food Services: Percent Change 2011-2018 

 

Stage 1 CTC 
Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total Outside 

Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

72: Accommodation & 
Food Services 42.3% 23.9% 16.1% 20.4% 20.6% 24.9% 

721: Accommodation 
Services 
 

150.0% -66.7% -50.0% 0.0% -16.7% -12.0% 

722: Food Services & 
Drinking Places 
 

41.3% 27.0% 18.5% 21.3% 23.3% 26.7% 

 

Table 11. Accommodation & Food Services: Count Change 2011-2018 

 
Stage 1 CTC 

Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

72: Accommodation & 
Food Services 88 22 9 34 109 262 

721: Accommodation 
Services 3 -2 -1 0 -6 -6 

722: Food Services & 
Drinking Places 85 24 10 34 115 268 
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In contrast to the understudied role of accommodation services in gentrification literature, 

Food Services and Drinking Places represent one of the most discussed indicators of commercial 

gentrification. In gentrifying business districts, researchers report increases in upscale restaurants 

and bars, trendy cafés, and chain restaurants (Hubbard, 2017; Roth & Grant, 2015; Zukin et al., 

2009). Across all locations, there has been a notable increase in restaurants between 2011 and 

2018, with the largest change occurring within Stage 1, outside the urban cores. UpTown 

Waterloo experienced the smallest increase, and Downtown Kitchener’s growth was only a few 

tenths more than the regional average. This suburban phenomenon of restaurant growth may be 

because the areas outside the urban cores have more space to build new restaurants, whereas the 

urban cores are restricted to their boundaries that have largely been built out. Therefore, business 

turnover would be a key indicator in this instance, which could differentiate between net and 

gross gains. Additionally, even looking beyond the three-digit codes, the NAICS system is 

especially limiting in this category for what we are interested in, as its descriptions of businesses 

are general (e.g., restaurants are categorized as either full-service or limited-service). Our 

qualitative work helps shed light on the challenges of business turnover and general NAICS 

codes, as our interviews revealed an influx of food services in both downtown cores – most 

notably, with higher-end and chain restaurants flocking to UpTown Waterloo (Webber et al., 

2022) 

2.5.5 Upscale Services 

The final NAICS category we examined for this study is that of Other Services. The literature 

states that gentrifying commercial districts see increases in high-end personal service businesses, 

as new residents have both an interest in these services and the income to afford them (Bridge & 

Dowling, 2001). When examining the services category in Figure 3, we can see small decreases 

between 2011 and 2018, except for Stage 2, which saw a 1% increase. Again, this may be due to 

the inability to track business upgrading through the WPC. For example, the Walper Barbershop 

in Downtown Kitchener was recently “renovicted” – evicted via the renovation process – from 

its location of over 126 years and replaced with a high-end barbershop tenant (Davis, 2019b).  
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Table 12. Other Services: Percent Change 2011-2018 (*No survey responses) 

 

Stage 1 CTC 

Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total Outside 

Urban 
Cores 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

81: Other Services 15.3% 8.7% -20.0% 11.3% -2.9% 1.6% 

811: Repair & 
Maintenance 
 

25.5% -80.0% -58.3% 3.8% 0.2% 3.2% 

812: Personal & Laundry 
Services 
 

10.7% 27.6% -14.9% 25.0% 5.6% 8.9% 

813: Religious, Grant 
Making, Civic & 
Professional & Similar 
Organizations 
 

8.6% 0.0% -9.5% -4.2% -16.3% -10.3% 

814: Private 
Households* 
 

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Table 13. Other Services: Count Change 2011-2018 (*No survey responses) 

 
Stage 1 CTC 

Stage 2 
CTC 

Outside 
CTC 

Region 
Total 

Outside 
Urban 
Cores 

Downtown 
Kitchener 

UpTown 
Waterloo 

81: Other Services 308 80 46 222 1107 1763 
811: Repair & 
Maintenance 106 12 5 78 417 618 

812: Personal & Laundry 
Services 121 47 29 96 358 651 

813: Religious, Grant 
Making, Civic & 
Professional & Similar 
Organizations 

81 21 12 48 332 494 

814: Private 
Households* N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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However, when looking at the three-digit codes within this category, in Tables 12 and 13, 

it becomes apparent that this decreased proportion is primarily associated with the decrease in 

repair and maintenance businesses – with the largest declines in UpTown Waterloo and 

Downtown Kitchener – and in the religious and grant making organizations. The smaller 

proportion and yearly decline of repair and maintenance facilities may be due to the 

closure/movement of large shops (e.g., automotive repair) associated with increased scarcity of 

suitable land parcels or decreased demand from transit-oriented residents. However, it also 

represents possible losses in smaller-scale repair shops such as cobblers, tailors, appliance, 

furniture, and jewelry repair businesses, etc.– which are historically located in downtowns – due 

to demographic changes. For example, a higher-income individual may choose to replace an item 

when it breaks rather than getting it repaired. 

The personal and laundry services group comprises several business types from beauty 

salons to laundromats. These businesses have increased everywhere except Downtown 

Kitchener. However, in our qualitative interviews, business owners in both Downtown Kitchener 

and UpTown Waterloo described a significant increase in high-end personal service businesses 

(Webber et al., 2022). Downtown Kitchener aside, all other areas of the CTC have increased 

more than the regional average, which might be an indicator of these services being associated 

with an urban lifestyle, and/or entrepreneurs selectively locating their businesses in 

neighbourhoods with residents who can afford to pay for these services.      

2.6 Conclusion 

As the adoption of rapid transit systems in mid-sized municipalities across North America 

increases, it is important for planners and policymakers to have a holistic understanding about 

how rapid transit and TOD policies affect those living and working in the area. Transit-induced 

gentrification is a growing area of scholarship that has shed light on the outcomes of new transit 

investment from a resident and residential perspective. However, as a key component to the 

walkability and livability goals of TODs, commercial businesses should be more meaningfully 

included in discussions of transit-induced gentrification. This study contributes to the research by 

using quantitative data to explore: 1) how the commercial business composition of the CTC has 
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changed since the approval of the Region of Waterloo’s ION LRT system; and 2) whether and 

how these changes relate to or contribute to commercial gentrification. Our research provides a 

snapshot of business composition the year the LRT was approved, and the year before the LRT 

became operational, providing us with a good baseline to monitor changes following the 

commencement of LRT operation.  

 Returning to our research questions, we can conclusively say that yes, the commercial 

business composition of the CTC has changed since the approval of the Region’s LRT system, 

and some of these changes represent commercial gentrification as defined in the literature. While 

proportionally, trends occurring in the CTC mirror those occurring at the regional scale, changes 

in the CTC are more drastic especially in Stage 1, and especially in the retail and tech business 

categories. The more dramatic changes in the CTC may indicate the occurrence of gentrification 

as it indicates the scale and rapidity of change, which is often more substantial in gentrifying 

commercial districts (Chapple et al., 2017; Meltzer, 2016; Meltzer & Capperis, 2017).  

Aside from the decline in retail, which was the most substantial in Stage 1 of the CTC 

and contradictory to commonly cited indicators of gentrification (e.g. Bridge & Dowling, 2001; 

Zukin et al., 2009), results from the rest of the NAICS groups align with other commercial 

gentrification indicators. A classic indicator of commercial gentrification as cited in the works of 

Ley (1996), Roth and Grant (2015), and Zukin et al. (2009) is demonstrated in the higher-than-

average increase in arts and entertainment businesses in Stage 1 outside the urban cores and in 

Stage 2 of the CTC. Growth in the restaurant sector is also highest in Stage 1 of the CTC, with 

the most growth outside the urban cores. Lastly, personal services have seen much higher than 

average increases in both Stage 1 and 2 of the CTC, with the biggest increase observed in 

UpTown Waterloo, another sign of gentrification.  

The above-listed findings of increased arts and entertainment businesses, restaurants, and 

personal services is likely the physical manifestation of the demographic changes that have 

occurred in the CTC over the last decade – markedly, young professionals (who likely work in 

the tech sector, according to our findings) and older adults (Cook, 2018). Coming back to the 

core definition of commercial gentrification as being fueled by changing demographics and/or 

increased demand for commercial space (González et al., 2019; Meltzer, 2016), the increased 
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presence of discretionary businesses, as defined by Chapple et al. (2017). These discretionary 

businesses are contrary to necessary establishments that fill everyday needs, but rather are 

service or experience-based businesses for those who value, and who have the financial ability to 

afford these non-essential expenses. Therefore, retail businesses aside, the changes occurring in 

Stage 1 of the CTC, and to a lesser extent, Stage 2 of the CTC, are reflective of commercial 

gentrification traits, and perhaps reflect the changing consumption patterns and habits of the 

CTC’s new and residents.  

2.6.1 Implications for Planning Practice 

As rapid transit systems become an increasingly popular planning and economic development 

tool in mid-sized municipalities, it is important that planning departments consider the wider 

implications of transit implementation. Through transit-induced gentrification research, our 

awareness of the potential impacts of transit investment and TOD on local residents and housing 

markets has improved, but our knowledge about how new transit infrastructure and associated 

redevelopment impacts commercial businesses remains limited. Through the significant changes 

documented in our findings and their alignment with commercial gentrification indicators, our 

study demonstrates that commercial businesses are not immune from transit-induced 

gentrification. Therefore, when undertaking a major capital project such as a rapid transit system, 

municipalities may consider implementing a monitoring program that tracks business 

composition from the outset of the project, during construction, and following the system’s 

launch. Our research begins this process in the Region of Waterloo, but is missing a key 

component, that is the post-construction and LRT operational phase. The Region of Waterloo 

also does this to an extent through their Monitoring Change in the CTC program by tracking the 

number of grocery stores, restaurants, and arts and cultural establishments as they relate to their 

“Cultural Vibrancy” indicator, however; alone, they do not paint a comprehensive picture of 

business composition in the CTC. When municipalities track changes to business composition 

from the onset of a project, they can respond appropriately when signs of gentrification become 

apparent.  
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2.6.2 Study Limitations and Opportunities for Future Research 

While our results indicate commercial gentrification in the CTC, it is important to highlight the 

limitations of this study and opportunities for future research. First, while the WPC is an 

effective dataset in providing a snapshot of business composition, as we do not know survey 

response rates, our results may not be representative of the entire business population. Therefore, 

future research may consider using other data, such as Statistics Canada’s Canadian Business 

Counts to reproduce and verify our results. Another caveat worth noting relates to the risk of 

relying on business counts data altogether to identify commercial gentrification. Undoubtedly, 

we have undergone a transformation in the way we consume over the last decade, and business 

count data may be reflective of these trends, rather than gentrification alone. For example, the 

increase in larger format stores may result in larger catchment areas per business, resulting in a 

decreased business count, but a maintenance in level of service.   

Second, although the NAICS is effective in providing information about business 

classification, some of these classifications are quite general, which limits our ability to find 

certain business types of interest (e.g., cafés, ethnic restaurants, second-hand stores). 

Additionally, the data does not tell us about ownership type (e.g., chain versus independently 

owned), or about business characteristics (e.g., a traditional no-frills barbershop versus a modern 

contemporary one) that may signal gentrification. In the future, researchers may consider using 

other quantitative data which may provide further detail about the composition of businesses. 

Alternatively, as verified through our companion qualitative study, there is a major opportunity 

to integrate qualitative methods into this area of research, which can capture elements of 

gentrification that are difficult to measure, including business upgrading and demographic 

change, thereby supporting a more holistic understanding of neighbourhood change. In the 

context of this case study, future research should explore the composition of businesses now that 

the LRT is operational.  
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Chapter 3 Manuscript 2: Transit-Induced Commercial Gentrification? 
Business owners’ perspectives of neighbourhood change in 

Kitchener-Waterloo 

Kaitlin Webber, Dawn Cassandra Parker & Brian Doucet 

3.1 Introduction 

Rapid transit systems have regained popularity over the last two decades as municipalities shift 

towards recentralization-based planning models. When implemented alongside transit-oriented 

development (TOD) policies, which encourage mixed-use densification around transit stops 

(Jones & Ley, 2016); rapid transit  has been increasingly recognized for its ability to revitalize 

station neighbourhoods (Baker & Lee, 2019; Dong, 2017; Duncan, 2011; Kahn, 2007; Saxe & 

Miller, 2016; Zuk et al., 2018). More recently, rapid transit and TOD have been connected to 

gentrification when used as a tool for economic revitalization (Higgins & Kanarouglou, 2018; 

Immergluck, 2009; Kramer, 2018). Such “transit-induced gentrification” can be understood as 

the process of gentrification – characterized by neighbourhood upgrading and demographic 

change – wherein the catalyst for neighbourhood change is new transit investment. Transit-

induced gentrification scholarship is a growing field and focuses primarily on the impacts of new 

transit investment on residents and housing markets. However, as a central component to the 

establishment of TODs, commercial businesses should be included more meaningfully in transit-

induced gentrification research. We define commercial gentrification as the process of 

commercial district change, generally characterized by business upgrading and compositional 

changes caused by changing demographics (demand side) and/or increased demand for 

commercial space (supply side). 

Through this study, we aim to close the gap between the transit-induced gentrification 

and commercial gentrification literatures by qualitatively exploring the phenomenon of transit-

induced commercial gentrification in the core areas of Downtown Kitchener and UpTown 

Waterloo, located in the Region of Waterloo, in Ontario, Canada. To explore this phenomenon, 

we interviewed business owners in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo to learn about 
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their observations of, and experiences with, neighbourhood change. This study is guided by the 

following research questions: 

1) How has business composition in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo changed 

over the last decade (2011-2021)?  

a) Do these changes relate to, or contribute to, commercial gentrification? If so, 

how? 

b) What are the mechanisms behind these changes? 

2) How have businesses in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo responded to the 

demographic and built form changes associated with LRT implementation?  

This article will begin with a review of transit-induced gentrification and commercial 

gentrification literature, highlighting dominant methods and findings. Next, we will provide an 

overview of the case study area, including the Region’s land use planning context, journey with 

rapid transit development, and current signs of transit-induced gentrification. Next, we will 

introduce our research method (semi-structured interviews) and provide an overview of our 

respondents. We will then present the results of our interviews, beginning with business owners’ 

observations of change, then discussing the mechanisms behind these changes, and ending with 

how they have adapted to these changes, providing commentary and connections to the literature 

– including our quantitative study (Webber & Parker, 2022) –  along the way. Concluding 

remarks will include an overview of findings, contributions and limitations of this study, and 

opportunities for future research.      

3.2 Literature Review 

3.2.1 Transit-Induced Gentrification 

As a growing area of literature, transit-induced gentrification research focuses primarily on the 

residential aspects of neighbourhood change. Transit-induced gentrification can simply be 

defined as gentrification caused by new transit investment (Dawkins & Moeckel, 2016). Where 

there remains much debate around what defines and drives gentrification, for the purposes of this 

paper, we refer to gentrification generally as the physical (i.e., built form) and social upgrading 

of a neighbourhood generated by an influx of capital (Davidson & Lees, 2005).  
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Favouring quantitative methods, many researchers have attempted to measure 

gentrification by evaluating changes to residential property values and resident demographics 

(Baker & Lee, 2019; Deka, 2017; Dong, 2017). Looking first at property values, many studies 

employ hedonic price modelling to estimate the capitalization effects of housing near transit (e.g. 

Cervero, 2006; Duncan, 2011; Hess & Almeida, 2007; Hewitt & Hewitt, 2012; Higgins & 

Kanarouglou, 2018; Kahn, 2007; Knaap et al., 2001). While most of these studies report 

capitalization premiums for housing near transit, these premiums are dependent on a number of 

factors, including housing type (Cervero, 2006; Duncan, 2011), neighbourhood demographics 

(Hess & Almeida, 2007), and station context (Cervero, 2006; Higgins & Kanarouglou, 2018; 

Kahn, 2007). Moving to resident demographics, researchers make assumptions about the 

demographic characteristics of gentrifying neighbourhoods (e.g., income, education level, race) 

to determine whether station areas are undergoing gentrification, and produce mixed findings 

(Baker & Lee, 2019; Deka, 2017; Dong, 2017). Overall, however, these studies highlight the 

importance of local planning agendas (i.e., embedded economic and development goals) to the 

outcomes of transit projects, as municipalities who approach new transit projects as an economic 

opportunity and introduce programs to facilitate new development are more likely to spark 

gentrification (Baker & Lee, 2019; Cervero, 2006; Duncan, 2011; Kahn, 2007).  

In response to a variety of criticisms about the efficacy of quantitative methods in 

capturing the different facets of gentrification, most notably being their inability to measure the 

displacement of residents, there have been calls for the integration of qualitative methods into 

this area of study (Baker & Lee, 2019; Dawkins & Moeckel, 2016; Deka, 2017; Jackson & 

Buckman, 2020b). Researchers are now using qualitative methods to explore the lived 

experiences of those in gentrifying neighbourhoods (Ellis-Young & Doucet, 2021; Jackson & 

Buckman, 2020b; Jones & Ley, 2016; Shaw & Hagemans, 2015), to better understand causality 

(Filion et al., 2016) and as a means of triangulation to complement quantitative research 

(Loukaitou-Sideris et al., 2019). The integration of qualitative methods has enhanced our 

understanding of transit-induced gentrification, by helping researchers paint a more holistic 

picture of neighbourhood change, and to capture the nuances of gentrification not easily captured 

quantitatively. 
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3.2.2 Commercial Gentrification 

Commercial gentrification represents another sub-field of gentrification literature, with scholars 

exploring the role that commercial businesses play in fuelling gentrification (Deener, 2007; 

Sullivan & Shaw, 2011; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009), how businesses are impacted by 

gentrification (Grier & Perry, 2018; Keatinge & Martin, 2016; Komakech & Jackson, 2016; 

Meltzer, 2016; J. N. Parker, 2018), and how commercial districts themselves can undergo 

gentrification and what that looks like (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Haltiwanger et al., 2010; 

Hubbard, 2017). Commercial gentrification is described as the physical transformation of 

commercial spaces as a result of changing customer demographics and/or increased demand for 

commercial space in a neighbourhood (Chapple et al., 2017; Meltzer, 2016).  

Looking first at the defining characteristics of commercial gentrification, the main sign of 

commercial gentrification is business upgrading. Business upgrading can be understood as the 

replacement of businesses with the same product category, but the demographic served is of 

higher income. As described by Hubbard (2017), business upgrading is when “pubs become 

wine bars, corner shops become delis, the greasy spoon café becomes a barista-style coffee shop 

and so on” (Hubbard, 2017, pp. 5). In addition to business upgrading, there are several 

compositional changes associated with commercial gentrification, such as the increased 

concentration of chain businesses (Meltzer, 2016; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009), boutiques, 

restaurants and personal care services (Bridge & Dowling, 2001).  

While there are some hallmark signs of commercial gentrification, the literature also 

emphasizes the contextual nature of changing commercial landscapes, with changes being 

dependent on the identities and consumption habits of the incoming residents (Jones & Ley, 

2016; Rankin & McLean, 2014; Roth & Grant, 2015; Zimmerman, 2008). For example, Roth 

and Grant (2015) described the evolution of a commercial district in the North End 

neighbourhood in Halifax as a reflection of changing demographics, where the early stages of 

gentrification saw the influx of “hipsters” and related businesses – second-hand stores, craft 

shops, cafes and bars – but as gentrification progressed and more middle- and upper-class 

residents entered the area, these businesses were replaced with higher-end restaurants, boutiques, 

and arts and entertainment businesses. Therefore, as a neighbourhood’s demographics change, 
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existing businesses may not yet reflect the consumption patterns and identities of incoming 

residents (e.g., fast food restaurants for health-conscious gentrifiers) (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; 

Zukin et al., 2009). Additionally, research demonstrates that many businesses are not able to 

bridge the gap between clienteles, meaning they are unable to maintain their current customer 

base while also gaining new customers from a different demographic group (Grier & Perry, 

2018; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009).  

In addition to changing demographics affecting local businesses, a commercial district’s 

“branding” – created and fostered by residents, business associations and municipalities – can 

exclude certain types of businesses that do not fit the mould (Deener, 2007; Keatinge & Martin, 

2016; Rankin & McLean, 2014). An example of this exclusion is highlighted by Keatinge and 

Martin (2016), who explored the friction between a gentrified residential neighbourhood and its 

abutting non-gentrified commercial district in response to the local outrage in reaction to the 

presence of a strip club in their “family-friendly” branded neighbourhood. Similarly, in their 

study of Venice, California, Deener (2007) described how new residents and businesses created a 

new brand identity for Abbot Kinney Boulevard, which has effectively turned the area’s long-

time businesses and lower-income residents into the “outsiders”, inducing feelings of exclusion 

and social (and physical) displacement.  

The other key component of commercial gentrification is demand for commercial space. 

Connecting back to upgrading demographics, interest in a neighbourhood’s commercial space 

may increase, as new business owners and investors seek to capitalize on the incoming, more 

profitable, demographic (Meltzer, 2016). However, as discovered by Chapple et al. (2017), 

residential and commercial gentrification do not occur simultaneously, meaning that the 

commercial spaces within a neighbourhood may gentrify before the residential spaces do, or vise 

versa. Because over the last two decades, large municipal investments – like rapid transit – have 

been a proven revitalization tool as they spur a domino effect of investment (Immergluck, 2009; 

McLellan & Collins, 2014; Padeiro et al., 2019), it is probable that these large capital projects 

trigger investments even prior to notable demographic changes. This phenomenon of transit 

investment triggering development was found in the Region of Waterloo, with Antanaitis (2014) 

and Tran (2016) finding that the LRT functioned as a symbol of the municipality’s commitment 
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to revitalization, therefore signalling a safe investment for stakeholders. In sum, through 

increased demand (or speculation) for commercial space, the often-resulting higher rent prices 

may be unattainable for existing businesses, with minority- and locally-owned businesses being 

most at-risk for displacement (Chapple et al., 2017; Komakech & Jackson, 2016; Meltzer, 2016).  

3.2.3 Transit-Induced Commercial Gentrification 

Thus far, we have discussed transit-induced gentrification and commercial gentrification 

as two separate phenomena. However, commercial businesses play an integral role in the success 

of TODs by improving residents’ access to goods, services, and employment opportunities 

(Chapple et al., 2017; Dawkins & Moeckel, 2016). Therefore, we argue that an exploration of the 

impacts of transit investment and related neighbourhood change on commercial businesses is 

necessary.   

At the time of this research, few studies have explicitly explored transit-induced 

gentrification’s impacts on commercial businesses. These studies also produce mixed results. For 

example, Cervero (2006) and Cervero and Duncan (2002) studied the effects of proximity to 

light and commuter rail stations in San Diego County and Santa Clara County, California using 

commercial sales transaction data to estimate a hedonic price model. They found significant 

price premiums for commercial properties located within 0.25 miles (~400 metres) of both 

commuter and light rail station stops, with the highest premiums observed along newer TOD 

lines and near downtown stations. In their study of the impacts of new transit construction on 

business revenue and survival in Los Angeles, Ray (2017) reported that despite experiencing 

insignificant changes in revenue, businesses within 400 metres of a station had higher chances of 

failure. Lastly, Chapple et al. (2017) created a gentrification index in attempts to identify and 

predict the presence of commercial gentrification in Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay 

Area. They created the index based on the assumption that commercially gentrified census tracts 

would see decreasing shares of frequent and necessary establishments (businesses that fill 

everyday needs i.e., grocery stores, gas stations, hardware stores), increasing shares of 

discretionary and infrequent establishments (luxury or specialty stores), and lower rates of 

minority-owned and non-chain small business shares. However, they found that the presence of a 

rail transit station was not a significant predictor of commercial gentrification per their 
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definition. Through this study, we aim to contribute to this small body of literature by integrating 

discussions of transit-induced gentrification and commercial gentrification. 

3.3 Case Study Profile 

Kitchener and Waterloo are mid-sized municipalities in the Region of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 

with populations of 256,885 and 121,436, respectively. Approximately 100 kilometers from the 

City of Toronto (Figure 1), Kitchener and Waterloo are located within the province’s Greater 

Golden Horseshoe (GGH) and comprise one of the fastest growing regions in North America 

(Statistics Canada, 2020), with an almost 10 percent increase in population between 2016 and 

2021 (Statistics Canada, 2022). Despite being referred to as the “twin cities”, there are key 

differences in the history and development of each city, which are especially prevalent in the 

historic downtown cores, Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo. While both cities have 

industrial roots, Downtown Kitchener’s economy was dominated by the manufacturing industry 

– representing 40% of the city’s workforce in 1971 (Filion et al., 2015) – whereas UpTown 

Waterloo became a hub for insurance and other service-based industries. As a result, Downtown 

Kitchener experienced much more devastating effects associated with deindustrialization that 

began in the 1980s, including increased unemployment, closing businesses, and surging 

homelessness (Filion et al., 2015; Miller, 2019).  
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Figure 3-1. Greater Golden Horseshoe (Ministry of Transportation, 2020b) 
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Figure 3-2. Region of Waterloo ION LRT System (Region of Waterloo, 2011) 
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Figure 3-3. Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo (Region of Waterloo, 2022c) 

 

3.3.1 Planning for Intensification 

The stagnant state of Downtown Kitchener, and to some extent, UpTown Waterloo, remained for 

decades following deindustrialization as local and regional planning authorities focused their 

attention on suburban expansion. However, beginning in the early 2000s, attention began to 

return to the neglected downtown cores, as sustainable population growth (i.e., limiting sprawl) 

became a key planning concern. The concept of a central transit corridor (CTC) served by a rapid 

transit system became the backbone of subsequent plans and policies, leading eventually to the 

approval of the “ION” light rail transit (LRT) system in 2011.  

The Region’s LRT system was established with the fundamental goals of: (1) improving 

transit accessibility; and (2) intensifying land-use by prioritizing higher density residential and 

commercial development in the transit corridor (Region of Waterloo, 2016). Supporting both the 

Province’s and the Region’s emphasis on intensifying urban areas, the ION route runs through 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo, with half of its 16 stops located in these core 

areas. Construction took twice as long as anticipated, occurring from 2014 to 2018, and the line 
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became operational in June 2019. To track their progress towards reaching their goals, the 

Region adopted a yearly monitoring program with 16 core indicators ranging from transit 

ridership to demographic changes, to development activity (Region of Waterloo, 2011). Of 

importance to this study, they monitor several metrics related to business composition, including 

the number of grocery stores, restaurants, and arts and culture establishments in the CTC, which 

are cited to be indicators of neighbourhood attractiveness and cultural vibrancy (Region of 

Waterloo, 2011). 

3.3.2 Signs of Gentrification  

As local and regional planning departments adapted to a recentralization-based planning regime 

and supporting ION-related affairs, Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo began to 

transform. While it is important to note that Downtown Kitchener was already experiencing 

some major changes following the influx of major tech companies and start-ups beginning in the 

2000s (Miller, 2019) the rate of change accelerated significantly following LRT approval. Since 

the ION’s approval, Stage 1 of the CTC – defined as the area within an 800-metre radius of the 

LRT line – has seen more than $3.2 billion in new building permit value, largely concentrated in 

the downtown cores (Region of Waterloo, 2022b). This new development has materialized 

primarily in the form of luxury 1- and 2-bedroom condominiums with moderate ground floor 

retail. This building activity has resulted in almost 18,000 new residential units in the CTC 

between 2011 and 2021 (Region of Waterloo, 2022a), and a related population increase of 

approximately 12,688 new residents – with about 12,000 of those residents in Stage 1 (Region of 

Waterloo, 2022b). According to local realtors, young professionals and older adults are the most 

interested in condo living and are willing to pay a premium to live an amenity-rich urban 

lifestyle (Cook, 2018; Huang, 2020). Through this process, lower-income residents have found it 

increasingly difficult to maintain their place in the downtown cores as property values increase 

and higher-income residents move into the area (Ellis-Young & Doucet, 2021). 

In a companion quantitative study of commercial gentrification in the Region of Waterloo 

(Webber & D. C. Parker, 2022), we found some evidence of commercial gentrification in Stage 1 

of the CTC. In this study, we used business survey data collected in 2011 and 2018 to determine 

how business composition has changed. It is important to note that the LRT was not operational 
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until June 2019; therefore, our data gave us a snapshot of business composition the year the LRT 

was announced, and the year before the LRT became operational. Business type in the survey 

was collected according to the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) – a 

standardized system of business identifier codes (Statistics Canada, 2021). Through our analysis, 

we found increases in business types that align with the gentrification literature, including arts 

and entertainment businesses, restaurants, and personal services. These business types are all 

examples of “discretionary businesses”, which are non-essential service- or experience-based 

businesses, and therefore, may be reflective of the demographic changes occurring in the CTC. 

Perhaps fueling demographic changes, as a proportion of business composition, tech businesses 

(including Google) increased 12% between 2011 and 2018, and it is therefore likely that the 

“gentrifiers” in Kitchener-Waterloo are the tech workers. We also found that business changes 

were more dramatic in Stage 1 of the CTC, which may indicate higher turnover rates, another 

sign of commercial gentrification. One anomaly was the significant decline in retail businesses in 

Stage 1 of the CTC, which goes against common findings in other studies.  

However, limitations of the data itself made it difficult to gain a clear picture of 

commercial change in the urban cores and prevented us from exploring specific businesses of 

interest and business upgrading due to the limitations of the NAICS data. By integrating 

qualitative methods into this study, we aim to complement our past research by learning about 

the aspects of commercial gentrification that remain unseen using quantitative data alone, 

including business upgrading, ownership, turnover, and rent prices. Additionally, through the 

integration of qualitative interviews, we can learn about how business owners experienced and 

adapted to the built form and demographic changes that have occurred in the urban cores over 

the last decade.  

3.4 Methodology & Data 

For this study, we conducted semi-structured interviews with business owners in Downtown 

Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo. While business owners are in a unique position to observe 

neighbourhood change over the course of their business’ lifespan, they are also vulnerable to the 

effects of gentrification, as we have described thus far. As highlighted by J. N. Parker (2018) 

business owners “are the ones with the most financial stake in the commercial development of 
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the surrounding neighbourhood” (pp. 443), despite being underrepresented in commercial 

gentrification literature. Further, as previously mentioned, qualitative research methods can 

illuminate aspects of commercial gentrification that are difficult to measure quantitatively, 

providing us with the opportunity to gain a more holistic understanding of neighbourhood 

change.  

Our sample comprised 18 interviews representing 21 businesses (one participant owned 4 

businesses) – 11 in Downtown Kitchener and 10 in UpTown Waterloo. To recruit participants, 

we started with a purposive sample by approaching businesses who made headlines for speaking 

out about their experiences. Next, we generated a simple random sample with the Region’s 

Workplace Count survey data for the years 2011, 2016 and 2018 using the “select random” 

function in Microsoft Excel (Region of Waterloo, 2020b). Participants were contacted via email, 

and after three attempts with no response, we moved on to the next participant. Altogether, we 

interviewed 4 participants from our purposive sampling and 14 from our simple random 

sampling. We used an interview guide (Appendix B) to manage the conversation, but ultimately 

followed the participants’ lead about their subjects of interest. As interviews occurred during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, following provincial and university guidelines, all interviews were 

conducted remotely, either over the phone or via video conferencing software. Conversations 

were recorded and transcribed using the “Otter.ai” software, and a thematic analysis was 

conducted to establish recurring trends, which will be introduced in our findings and discussion.  

The businesses in our sample are diverse in terms of establishment and relocation history, 

product and service offerings, and customer base. Businesses were established from 1893 to 

2019, with 4 Downtown and 9 UpTown businesses operating before LRT approval. Participants 

also represented a variety of business types, including restaurants, cafés, specialty food stores, 

retail stores, personal services, and entertainment/experience-based businesses. Importantly, 

through our interview sample, we captured a diverse range of observations and experiences 

related to commercial change and transit-induced gentrification.  

3.5 Findings & Discussion 

In this section, we will present and discuss the key findings from our semi-structured interviews 

with business owners. First, we will focus on business owners’ observations of commercial 
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change over the last decade. Next, we will discuss what business owners believe to be the 

mechanisms fueling commercial change in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo. Lastly, 

we will shift to focus on how business owners have responded to the built form and demographic 

changes following LRT implementation.   

3.5.1 Observations of Change 

According to business owners, the composition of businesses in Downtown Kitchener and 

UpTown Waterloo has changed significantly over the last decade. In this section, we will 

identify the main changes identified, provide examples from our participants, and connect these 

observations to our quantitative research where applicable, and to the literature.  

3.5.1.1 1. Loss of Legacy and Locally Owned Businesses and the Rise of Chains 

The first major change observed is the rapid departure of “legacy” and locally owned businesses, 

paired with the increase of chain businesses. This change in ownership style is commonly cited 

as an indicator of commercial gentrification in the literature (Meltzer & Capperis, 2017; Zukin, 

2008; Zukin et al., 2009). Where locally owned businesses are self-explanatory – owned by local 

residents – legacy businesses can be defined as generational businesses who have been landmark 

features of the downtown cores for decades. Notable closures include Petsche’s Shoes (1954-

2018), Budds department store (1926-2016) and Fritsch Fragrances (1959-2018) in Downtown 

Kitchener and Marbles restaurant (1977-2020), Harmony Lunch restaurant (1930-2020) and 

Angie’s restaurant (1962-2021) in UpTown Waterloo. Interestingly, for many participants who 

are local business owners themselves, it was the concentration of unique and independently 

owned businesses that attracted them to Downtown Kitchener or UpTown Waterloo in the first 

place, as highlighted by the following participant:  

A lot of businesses left, and I think they were the very businesses I described at the 

beginning of this as to why I chose UpTown Waterloo, the independently owned, the 

authentic, the unique businesses have left. 

While participants described an increase in chain businesses in both Downtown Kitchener and 

UpTown Waterloo, this phenomenon is much more prevalent in UpTown Waterloo, with higher-

end chains opening such as Starbucks, Freshii (health food restaurant), Copper Branch (a plant-
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based restaurant) and Score Pizza (think Subway, but for personal pizzas). As a result, many 

described Downtown Kitchener as a more attractive place to open a local business, because it has 

done a better job of maintaining its identity as a unique commercial district, where UpTown 

Waterloo has become more boring and corporate: 

Waterloo is always safe, and vanilla. Like, safe is good, but vanilla is bad, right? 

Kitchener has always been sort of dangerous but also gritty and Kitchener has only grown 

in that way in a positive way, and Waterloo has unfortunately, in my opinion, only 

continued to go the route of more vanilla, more corporate. This could be any town in 

Canada, this could be Oakville, could be Burlington, this could be whatever. I personally 

would rather be like Hamilton or Kitchener, or a place that's got this uniqueness about it 

and this sense of place. 

As this participant describes, through the influx of chain businesses into UpTown Waterloo, the 

neighbourhood has arguably lost its unique identity that previously set it apart from other cities 

in Ontario. While Downtown Kitchener has been able to hold on to its identity by maintaining a 

higher proportion of local businesses, owners still worry about how this identity might change 

through continued development. This worry felt by business owners is described by Deener 

(2007), who identifies the friction between old and new businesses, and the feelings of 

uncertainty when caught in the middle of the transitional process associated with commercial 

gentrification.  

3.5.1.2 2. Declining, yet Upgrading Retail Businesses 

The loss of retail businesses is the second key change reported in both core areas, with 

participants describing the “death” of retail over the last decade. This decline is also represented 

in our quantitative work, where we found that between 2011 and 2018, the proportion of retail 

businesses in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo has decreased by 11 and 25 percent, 

respectively (Webber & D. C. Parker, 2022). Interestingly, this result directly contradicts 

dominant findings from the commercial gentrification, with Bridge and Dowling (2001) 

reporting higher proportions of retail stores gentrifying neighbourhoods in Sydney, and Zukin et 

al. (2009) reporting more boutiques in gentrified New York City neighbourhoods.  
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While new retail businesses have opened over the last decade, they are vastly different 

from their predecessors. In Downtown Kitchener, new retail businesses echo Ley (1996) and 

Roth and Grant's (2015) findings of early phases of gentrification, with the influx of hipster 

businesses including second-hand and vintage clothing stores. In contrast, in UpTown Waterloo, 

which has a higher proportion of retail businesses, new businesses are predominantly high-end 

specialty boutiques and food stores which cater to a higher-income clientele, as highlighted by 

the following owner of an organic beauty store:  

I think that my avatar would be somebody like me, somebody who is mid- to late-30s up 

to their 50s. They're educated, they want organic products, they're living a conscious life. 

They've got the means to spend $90 on a face cream and $30 on a shampoo. 

The increase of high-end retail stores and boutiques in UpTown Waterloo also aligns with 

indicators of commercial gentrification (Chapple et al., 2017; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009). 

The dichotomy between the caliber of these establishments suggests that perhaps Downtown 

Kitchener is in an earlier phase of gentrification than UpTown Waterloo and is an indicator of 

the demographic differences between the new residents of each respective core.   

3.5.1.3 3. Rise in Personal Services, Entertainment, and Restaurants – “discretionary 

businesses” 

The third major finding related to business composition was the increase in discretionary 

businesses, which are which are non-essential service- or experience-based businesses, as 

opposed to necessary businesses that fulfill daily needs (Chapple et al., 2017). Participants 

reported parallel increases in personal services (e.g., barbershops, hair salons, nail salons, lash 

boutiques and gyms) and experience-based businesses (e.g., themed restaurants and cafés, 

cooking studios, escape rooms), and an overwhelming growth in restaurants. These findings are 

echoed in our quantitative work (Webber & D. C. Parker, 2022), where we found increases in all 

of these business types, with the exception of service businesses in Downtown Kitchener.  

While increases in personal service-based businesses is definitely an earmark of 

commercial gentrification (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Meltzer & Capperis, 2017), the increased 

presence of experience-based businesses is unique to this case study, but due to the nature of 
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these businesses described, could perhaps be grouped with entertainment-based businesses, 

which are linked to commercial gentrification (Kosta, 2019; Roth & Grant, 2015; Tolfo, 2019). 

The increase in food establishments is also an example of commercial gentrification 

(Bridge & Dowling, 2001). What is interesting in this case, again, is the dichotomy between 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo, as participants highlighted the opening of cafés 

and bars in Downtown Kitchener and high-end restaurants in UpTown Waterloo. These 

differences could point to the downtown cores being in different stage of gentrification, as 

highlighted in the works of  Ley (1996) and Roth and Grant (2015), with UpTown Waterloo 

being in a more advanced stage, and/or may point to differences in the consumption patterns and 

values of the gentrifiers themselves (Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Zukin et al., 2009).  

While the new personal service and entertainment businesses seem to be a welcome or 

neutral addition to the community – aside from the off-hand jokes about “how many barbershops 

does one town need?” – the domination of food establishments has generated some feelings of 

resentment from businesses outside this category. For example, one participant described their 

businesses as “a single retail store in a sea of bars” and another described UpTown Waterloo as a 

“food court”. Many retail business owners believe the increasing proportion of restaurants to be a 

hindrance because, due to the lack of retail density, the critical mass does not exist to facilitate 

window shopping and walk-in customers, in turn, hurting their business.    

As we demonstrate through this section, according to the observations of local business 

owners, the commercial composition of Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo has 

changed substantially over the last decade. Aside from the decline in the number of retail 

businesses, changes are in line with characteristics of commercial gentrification. Our findings 

also point to the conclusion that perhaps Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo are at 

different stages of gentrification – with Downtown Kitchener being at an earlier stage and 

UpTown Waterloo being at a more advanced stage. For example, while both Downtown 

Kitchener and Uptown Waterloo are experiencing the loss of legacy and locally owned 

businesses, Downtown Kitchener seems to be retaining a higher proportion of locally owned 

businesses and is still seeing new local businesses open, whereas UpTown Waterloo has become 

a hotspot for chain businesses. Further, looking at business caliper, Downtown Kitchener is 
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experiencing an increase in hipster-type businesses – such as bars, cafes and second-hand shops 

– in contrast to high-end specialty boutiques catering to middle-and upper-class tastes in 

UpTown Waterloo, which has changed the perception of UpTown Waterloo for business owners. 

Where UpTown Waterloo has traditionally been the “safer option” of the two due to 

neighbourhood demographics and pedestrian traffic, Downtown Kitchener is becoming 

increasingly attractive for business owners due to the concentration of local businesses and 

maintenance of a unique identity.  

3.5.2 Mechanisms of Change 

In this section, we will discuss what business owners believe to be the mechanisms driving 

commercial change in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo described in the previous 

section. Turning back to our definition of commercial gentrification, we were expecting to learn 

predominantly about demographic changes and increased demand for store frontage (Chapple et 

al., 2017; Meltzer, 2016; Ray, 2017), and while these mechanisms are a factor in the case of 

Kitchener-Waterloo, LRT construction proved to be the gentrification tipping point.   

3.5.2.1 1. Demographic Changes and the “Tech People” 

Over the last decade, the tech industry has expanded rapidly in Downtown Kitchener and 

UpTown Waterloo. This expansion is reflected in our quantitative work (Webber & D. C. Parker, 

2022), where we found a 1440% and 100% increase in tech businesses from 2011 to 2018 in 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo respectively. For business owners, the influx of 

tech workers living in and commuting to the downtown cores was believed to be a promising 

demographic to capitalize on. In fact, the tech workers and industries in Kitchener-Waterloo 

have been used as a marketing technique in efforts to attract new businesses. In Downtown 

Kitchener especially, many new businesses opened with the hope of capitalizing on the area’s 

incoming tech workers and young professionals. However, as described by one business owner, 

“Kitchener seems to be targeting and smelling this tech money that isn't there” and many 

business owners have been left disappointed as tech workers represent a negligible proportion of 

their customer base. In the commercial gentrification literature, researchers generally describe 

the evolution of commercial districts to reflect a neighbourhood’s changing demographics 
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(Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Zukin et al., 2009) and associated branding (Deener, 2007; Keatinge 

& Martin, 2016; Rankin & McLean, 2014), but in our case, businesses entered following the 

neighbourhood’s re-branding and anticipated demographic changes, which did not materialize.   

When discussing why business owners believe the tech workers are not patronizing local 

businesses, it largely boiled down to the perceived habits of the tech workers themselves, and the 

amenities provided at their workplaces, as captured by the owner of a board game cafe in 

Downtown Kitchener: 

The problem that I've discovered and that a lot of other businesses have as well, is that 

the tech folks that do live in town don't really go out. They don't really need to go out, 

because these tech companies have such fantastic amenities in their buildings that they 

don't need to go out for lunch, they don't need to go to a board game cafe, because they 

have board games and video games in their place of work. 

In addition to not needing to leave work due to the abundance of amenities provided, participants 

also described the mobility of tech workers, noting that, as they are likely young and childless, 

they are perhaps more likely to go out to dinner or spend the day shopping in Toronto, rather 

than dining and shopping locally.  

While the tech workers may not be patronizing local businesses themselves, two 

experience-based businesses reported being hired by tech companies for team-building 

workshops and events. Especially in a post-pandemic landscape, the increased importance of 

supporting local businesses may serve as an opportunity for tech companies to partner with 

downtown businesses for the amenities they provide their employees – such as catered lunches, 

for example. In addition to supplementing their local traffic with out-of-towners and online 

shoppers, as we will discuss in the next section, businesses who have found the most success 

throughout the redevelopment of the downtown cores are those who cater to “everyday people” 

who live and play – rather than work – in the neighbourhood.  

Tech workers aside, several businesses, predominantly legacy businesses, described that 

they have “aged out” of the neighbourhood, as their core customers have aged and visit the area 

less, and they have struggled to attract younger customers. While this challenge may be related 

to a business’ overall life cycle, it also aligns with commercial literature, as a neighbourhood’s 
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existing businesses struggle to stay in business as their clientele dwindles and they are unable to 

gain patronage from incoming residents (Grier & Perry, 2018; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009). 

These mechanisms are highlighted by one legacy business owner when describing the increasing 

closures of legacy businesses:  

I think some of it was just natural attrition, you know, or retiring, and some was just I 

think for a variety of reasons people are finding their customer base doing dwindling. 

In addition to aging out and struggling to maintain their customer base, this same business owner 

described their increasing feelings of loneliness as other long-term businesses closed around 

them as being one of the factors leading to her decision to close: 

We did feel a bit more isolated and alienated, [...] similar retail operations, one by one 

they were leaving, and every time it was just like a little dent in our fabric of community.  

This participant, whose business was operational for more than 60 years, described the 

camaraderie amongst the business community since she began working at the store as a young 

girl. She talked about the sense of community they had established and the trust amongst 

business owners, recounting instances of being babysat by her parents’ business owner friends, 

leaving the store keys with the neighbouring business, promoting each other’s products, and 

always lending a helping hand. However, as their community changed, they were unable to 

develop the same relationships with new businesses and felt increasingly isolated. These 

experiences echo findings from Deener (2007), who described long-time business owners’ 

increasing feelings of alienation as their community changes without them, and the cascading 

effect that occurs when longstanding businesses begin to close or relocate. Overall, our findings 

demonstrate that changing demographics – whether perceived or actual – are undoubtedly a 

factor contributing to commercial change in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo.   

3.5.2.2 2. “Demand” for Commercial Space 

Commercial gentrification research frequently reports increased business turnover is a significant 

indicator of gentrification, as it indicates the demographic changes occurring (or anticipated) 

(Meltzer & Capperis, 2017) and the higher demand for commercial space near station areas (Ray, 

2017). In our sample, many businesses reported increased business turnover in both Downtown 

Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo: 
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I observe new businesses come and go like J&P Grocery, there was a wellness shop. It's 

depressing when you see people put tons of money into an idea and launch it and it 

doesn't work and they close in like two years.  

As this participant describes and others echoed, observing new businesses fail affects morale in 

the business district, as business owners are empathetic for the time and money these 

entrepreneurs have lost, and because business turnover and storefront vacancies are believed to 

negatively impact customer traffic, and, in turn, their bottom line. Business owners might also 

translate this information into a higher risk that their own business will fail, and the high 

turnover rate might scare away new businesses from opening altogether.  

 Related to increased business turnover and displacement is increasing commercial rent 

prices and changing landlord dynamics. Business owners began experiencing and/or worrying 

about how the LRT would affect commercial rents immediately following the LRT’s approval, 

as described by the following bookstore owner in UpTown Waterloo: 

Every business knew right away because development always means higher rent. The sun 

comes up, follows the moon. Higher rent follows development. It just does. So, every 

landlord is rubbing their hands because suddenly their crappy pile of bricks is worth 30% 

more for no reason, other than kickass development. 

As participants observed neighbouring businesses close or relocate due to unaffordable rents, 

they felt uneasy waiting for it to be their turn. This was especially the case for longstanding 

businesses, many of whom had been renting month-to-month for years. It is also worth noting 

that unlike residential rents, commercial rent increases are not controlled, meaning a landlord can 

increase the rent as much as they please when a lease expires.  

In addition to navigating increased rent prices, redevelopment brought an influx of new 

property owners, and therefore landlords, to the cores. For example, one participant described the 

influx of out-of-town investors purchasing commercial real estate and attempting to charge 

“Toronto prices” for commercial spaces. However, while rent increases are often the result of 

higher demand for store frontage (Meltzer, 2016; Ray, 2017), there are still many vacant 

commercial spaces in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo, as described by the 

following business owner:  
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Property owners speculating on real estate along the corridor has kept rent and purchase 

values surprisingly high, on average about double to triple what they were 5-6 years ago 

when we were looking for spaces, despite the current downturn due to COVID closures 

and restrictions. The result is a lot of empty and vacant buildings, listed at high rates that 

most small businesses can’t afford.   

The influx of new property owners in the cores and increased speculation by existing property 

owners has also increased the frequency of “renovictions” as another factor contributing to 

business displacement. A term common in residential gentrification literature, renovictions occur 

when a developer or investor purchases a building and displaces tenants for building upgrades 

and not given the opportunity to renegotiate a lease and/or cannot afford the post-renovation 

rental rates (Ellis-Young & Doucet, 2021; Ong, 2020). Many participants have observed 

renovictions or have experienced them firsthand. For one business in our sample, the owners 

were not given the opportunity to renegotiate their lease following the building’s redevelopment. 

Ironically, the same type of business filled the space, an example of business upgrading, as the 

new business is higher end offering the same services at a premium. Altogether (and taking into 

consideration natural attrition and changing demographics), increased business turnover, higher 

rents, and changing landlord dynamics contribute to owners’ uncertainty about the future of their 

business, creating a hostile environment amongst business owners in the cores. 

3.5.2.3 3. The Tipping Point:  LRT Construction 

While changing demographics and rising rents undoubtedly play a factor in business turnover 

and larger compositional changes, through our interviews, we discovered the true devastation 

caused by the LRT’s construction. Despite being overlooked by many in the literature, 

construction plays a key role in the gentrification of commercial districts as businesses are faced 

with the additional obstacle of navigating an extreme period of disinvestment, where both current 

and potentially new customers are not visiting their business due to the disruption caused by 

construction (Ray, 2017). In our research, we found that the disruptions caused by LRT 

construction functioned as the tipping point for many businesses, who perhaps otherwise might 

have been able to withstand the demographic changes and rent increases.  
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In Kitchener-Waterloo, LRT construction took twice as long as originally anticipated – 

approximately four years in total. Business owners shared their frustrations with the construction 

process and attributed delays to the poor communication and coordination between local and 

regional staff, the construction company and the local business associations: 

We were totally prepared for disruptions, and completely okay with them, understanding 

that they were a necessary part of a huge undertaking like this, but the lack of accurate 

communication on what was going on and how it would impact us was frankly stunning. 

It was an extremely stressful and damaging time for our business, and many others. Good 

communication would have made all the difference. We knew that we would lose access 

at times, but to be told we would be given notice, and then not to be given notice, made 

things really difficult. Contractors, subcontractors, and city staff all gave us different 

answers. It didn’t seem like anyone was trying to mislead us, but rather that no one really 

knew what was going on, which was disconcerting. 

As the above quote highlights, businesses were generally prepared for disruption, but not at this 

scale, and largely felt neglected throughout the construction process.  

It should be noted that in efforts to mitigate the negative impacts during LRT 

construction, both the Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo business associations made 

various attempts to encourage residents to visit the downtown cores and support businesses. 

According to participants, the business associations held marketing campaigns and added 

wayfinding signage to help pedestrians navigate the construction zone. However, despite these 

attempts, businesses still struggled to stay afloat as customers opted to avoid the area under 

construction entirely, and the downtown cores became “no man’s land”: 

It was eerie, we would joke that it was basically like Mad Max, you know, the roads were 

just full of dust and sand, blowing around […] and it was just funny to sort of see this this 

weird, stripped out Kitchener. So naturally, our business numbers fell because people 

weren't coming Downtown, because they didn't want to navigate the confusing closures 

that were literally changing from week to week.  

In our sample, all businesses that were operational during LRT construction reported declines in 

customer traffic to varying degrees. For businesses located directly on the line, this decline was 
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dramatic and was sustained for the entire duration of construction, whereas businesses located 

around the line experienced more fluctuation in their customer traffic, which they attributed to 

street closures and construction volume. Businesses on the LRT line also experienced reductions 

in physical access to their storefront, which impacted customer traffic and logistical operations 

such as product deliveries, which some businesses continue to face today.  

While businesses continued to suffer as construction delays continued, business owners 

were encouraged to continue holding on, as it was believed that, when operational, the LRT 

would bring more customer traffic than ever before. However, at the time of this research, 

businesses have yet to reap the perceived benefits of the LRT. This is captured by the following 

participant who closed their business in 2020: 

I would say like 30% of the reason we probably closed [name of business] was natural of 

its own demise, and 70% of it was in total direct result of construction, and just business 

not rebounding quick enough. And that's been a huge problem for us in Waterloo is that 

the business isn't returning to Waterloo, the way it was sort of believed that it would, or at 

least we had all hoped it would.  

As this participant highlights, despite their expectations of customer traffic rebounding 

immediately after LRT construction, this simply was not the reality, which ultimately led to their 

closure.  

In this section, we report a variety of mechanisms that are believed to be fueling 

commercial gentrification in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo. First, we find a 

discrepancy between perceived clientele and actual clientele, debunking the idea that the 

incoming tech workers are the primary consumers. We also describe the phenomenon of “aging 

out” of the neighbourhood, where longstanding businesses are losing their older customers and 

have been unable to capture a younger clientele. On the supply and demand side, we report the 

mismatch between commercial supply and perceived demand – as landlords evict tenants and 

raise rent prices despite the relatively high commercial vacancy rates. However, we find that the 

most significant factor contributing to business closures in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown 

Waterloo was the disruption caused by LRT construction, and the lag in customer traffic 

returning to pre-construction levels as anticipated. It was during LRT construction and shortly 
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after that the downtown cores experienced a mass exodus of businesses who might have survived 

otherwise.  

3.5.3 Adapting to Neighbourhood Change 

As discussed, most businesses in Kitchener-Waterloo have still not seen their customer traffic 

return to pre-construction levels. Participants believe that they lost patronage because their 

customers found new places to shop to avoid road closures, confusing signage, and the stress of 

navigating a construction zone. Because the construction period was so long, business owners 

believe it will be difficult to regain these customers, as they have adapted to their new habits: 

Customers are used to patterns; we don't go to many places. A, B, C, and D. They have 

the route and that's it. When you disrupt their route, it makes them a little hesitant to 

come and shop again. Do it once, you get away with it, but if you do it two or three times 

and keep changing the route all the time, people just get disturbed.  

While many businesses in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo closed during or soon 

following LRT construction, others have been able to defy the odds. Therefore, in this section, 

we aim to profile the ways that businesses have adapted to the challenges induced by LRT 

implementation. Considering that much of the literature on commercial gentrification reports 

existing businesses’ relative inability to adapt to meet changing neighbourhood conditions (Grier 

& Perry, 2018; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009), we were interested in learning about how 

businesses have been able to withstand, or adapt to, gentrification.  

In our sample, we had the unique opportunity to interview a diverse group of businesses 

that may be considered gentrifiers or at risk of gentrification. Where businesses considered to be 

gentrifiers may be characterized as newer businesses who contribute to gentrification by catering 

to the tastes of incoming gentrifier residents, businesses at risk of gentrification are most likely to 

be pushed out of the neighbourhood by incoming gentrifying businesses or as a result of 

changing demographics – as they cater to the neighbourhood’s outgoing residents and are unable 

to “bridge the gap between clienteles” (Zukin, 2008). However, through our interviews, we were 

able to profile several cases where at-risk businesses have been able to bridge this gap and 

withstand gentrification. In this section, we will discuss how business owners have adapted to 

LRT construction and subsequent neighbourhood change.  
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 Every single business profiled in this article who has survived LRT construction and is 

still in business today has a strong online presence. For longstanding businesses who largely 

operated offline before LRT construction, they used the “opportunity” of the LRT-induced lull to 

create or expand their online platforms. Most traditionally, this meant creating or improving their 

e-commerce platforms, making it easier for customers to shop product lines. Additionally, 

businesses began offering a variety of delivery services, from porch drop-off, to mailing 

products, to partnering with delivery services, so customers could order online and have their 

products delivered. Businesses also created social media accounts and increased the frequency of 

their posts. The many steps taken by businesses to retain and attract customers is described by 

the owner of a longstanding bookstore in UpTown Waterloo: 

We worked our asses off. Got the website up and going, got everything on it. We did all 

kinds of delivery, all kinds of promotion, we beat the hell out of our social media 

networks. And we, like most businesses in UpTown Waterloo, our marketing went 

directly to our core customers, and said look, this is it, this is what we can do, we can 

bring it right to your door. We'll cut your grass, we'll do your laundry, this is what we can 

do, and we will do it relentlessly. 

Interestingly, social media seemed to function as a place to profile your business, product 

offerings and promotions, but many business owners also used their social media pages during 

LRT construction to post live updates about road closures and how to best access their storefront.  

While, for many businesses, improving their e-commerce platforms, delivery options, and 

social media presence were methods to reach their regular customer base (as seen in the quote 

above) and perhaps attract new customers from the immediate neighbourhood – such as the tech-

savvy young gentrifiers – these investments have proven to reach far beyond their immediate 

community. Increased online presence has also effectively expanded the catchment area for 

many of these businesses, turning them into “destination” businesses with customers coming 

from (or being delivered to) beyond the immediate neighbourhood. This factor has become 

essential to the survival of modern brick-and-mortar businesses, with one business owner 

explaining, “you can survive being the nearby store, but you'll only thrive when you're a 

destination store”.  
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Another, perhaps more coincidental factor that has undoubtedly contributed to the ability 

for gentrifiable businesses to survive in a gentrifying neighbourhood is if their products or 

services become popular amongst incoming residents. While that is not to say that these 

businesses have not also improved their online presence and marketing to do this, many 

businesses have seemingly stumbled into this new demographic. Examples of such businesses in 

our case study context include a bookstore, a rock music record store, an international grocery 

store, a bicycle repair shop, and second-hand stores. However, there are parallels between the 

businesses listed and commercial gentrification landscapes, as they generally reflect the hobbies, 

interests, and values of gentrifiers.  

In this section, we profiled the resilience of business owners in Downtown Kitchener and 

UpTown Waterloo. As experiences from business owners demonstrate, owning a business in 

Downtown Kitchener or UpTown Waterloo has become more complicated over the last decade 

and throughout LRT construction. Disruptions caused by LRT construction and business traffic 

not rebounding as anticipated has pushed business owners to be creative in attempts to sustain 

and diversify their customer base. However, and in contrast to dominant narratives in the 

commercial gentrification literature (e.g., Grier & Perry, 2018; Zukin, 2008; Zukin et al., 2009) 

none of these businesses reported having to sacrifice their original customer base in the process, 

suggesting that it is in fact possible to “bridge the gap between clienteles”.  

3.6 Conclusion 

With the expansion of rapid transit systems across mid-sized cities in North America and 

increasing evidence transit systems inducing gentrification, it is imperative that planners and 

overlapping disciplines understand how transit and TOD policies impact their host 

neighbourhoods. While a growing body of literature explores transit-induced gentrification from 

a residential viewpoint, this study contributes to transit-induced gentrification literature by 

exploring how the implementation of an LRT system has impacted commercial businesses in 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo.  

In the case of Kitchener-Waterloo, we find clear evidence of transit-induced commercial 

gentrification. Commercial gentrification in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo is 

manifested through the declines in legacy and locally owned businesses, and increases in chain 
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businesses, food establishments, personal services, and entertainment-based businesses. 

Additionally, while the number of retail businesses has declined, new retail businesses are 

higher-end and demonstrate commercial upgrading. However, commercial gentrification has 

presented itself differently in each downtown core, echoing the idea that commercial 

gentrification occurs in phases (Ley, 1996; Roth & Grant, 2015).  

In addition to being in a unique position to observe neighbourhood change, businesses are 

sensitive to the mechanisms contributing to the neighbourhood’s gentrification, including 

demographic changes, demand for store frontage, and, the tipping point, LRT construction. In 

Kitchener-Waterloo, many longstanding businesses have aged out of the community, and 

businesses owners feel misled about the tech workers, as their patronage has not materialized. 

Increasing commercial rent prices, another telltale sign of gentrification, are also becoming more 

prevalent in both downtowns. However, while the literature suggests that higher rent prices are 

reflective of the increased demand for store frontage (Chapple et al., 2017; Meltzer, 2016; Ray, 

2017) vacant storefronts are still prevalent in the downtown cores, and might be indicative of 

speculative investments, and foreshadowing for what’s to come. The final straw for many 

businesses was LRT construction, as the prolonged disruption severely impacted businesses’ 

bottom line. However, when customer traffic did not return as anticipated, business owners 

creatively adapted to changing consumption patterns by improving their online presence and 

shopping options, and, contrary to dominant perspectives, were successfully able to “bridge the 

gap” between clienteles adding new customers while maintaining their existing customer base.  

3.6.1 Lessons Learned and Recommendations 

Although 16 of the 21 businesses profiled in this research have come out victorious in the fight 

against (or with) gentrification and are still in business at the time of this writing, that is not to 

say that other cities implementing rapid transit systems should use this case as a model for their 

(in)action. Municipalities should consider the impacts of major infrastructure projects like rapid 

transit on proximate businesses before, during, and after construction, and implement programs 

and plans accordingly to protect business owners.  As we described in our quantitative study 

(Webber & D. C. Parker, 2022), being aware of the potential impacts that a major capital project 

such as LRT can have on the surrounding neighbourhood is a key first step. Adopting monitoring 
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programs from the outset of such projects can help municipalities identify trends and intervene 

early.  

As demonstrated through this study, LRT construction was an extremely challenging time 

for business owners. In efforts to reduce the disruption as much as possible, municipalities 

should actively engage business owners in the project planning process and develop effective 

processes to ensure business owners are well-informed about construction progress and delays so 

businesses can adequately prepare themselves (and their customers) for disruptions and reduced 

accessibility. To achieve this, open lines of communication should be established between 

regional and local municipalities, construction crews, business associations and business owners 

to facilitate the sharing of accurate and consistent information.  

While business associations made efforts to encourage residents to support local 

businesses during LRT construction, marketing campaigns were no match for the financial 

devastation caused by LRT construction. Therefore, Municipalities and business associations 

may also consider implementing some financial relief programs for businesses within 

construction areas to reduce or eliminate construction-induced closures. These programs may be 

modelled off COVID-19 rental relief programs, for example. Alternatively, or in addition, 

municipalities and business associations should explore implementing grant programs to help 

businesses get online and diversify their business plans to supplement the lost foot traffic. These 

grant programs may be developed internally, through Community Improvement Plans, for 

example, but there are also external agencies that provide partnership opportunities, such as the 

“Digital Main Street” program, which provides workshops and grants for businesses to create, 

improve, or expand their online presence. To put it briefly, business owners should not be left to 

fight gentrification alone, especially when that gentrification is induced at the hands of a 

municipal rapid transit project.    

3.6.2 Study Contributions, Limitations, and Opportunities for Future Research 

This study contributes to the progression of transit-induced gentrification and commercial 

literature in several ways. First, it fills an important gap in the literature by integrating 

commercial businesses, an essential component of TODs, into the exploration of transit-induced 

neighbourhood change. We also contribute to the literature by investigating the impacts of major 
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infrastructure construction on proximate businesses, discovering that LRT construction 

functioned largely as the gentrification tipping point – pushing businesses to close that otherwise 

may have been able to adapt to changing neighbourhood conditions. Third, this study adds a new 

facet to commercial gentrification literature by investigating how commercial businesses 

successfully adapt to conditions of gentrification. Lastly, this study is an example of the practical 

applications of qualitative methods in not just determining how people perceive and react to a 

phenomenon, but also whether it is occurring, and identifying the underlying dynamics. Through 

the integration of qualitative methods in this study, we were able to both contextualize the results 

of our previous quantitative research and identify phenomena that could not have otherwise been 

captured by quantitative data.  

It is also important to highlight some limitations of this study and opportunities for future 

research. First, while our sample includes a range of businesses in terms of establishment and 

relocation history, business types, and customer bases, despite our best efforts, our sample size 

only included locally owned businesses. Therefore, in future research, a more targeted approach 

to include chain and franchise businesses would help us understand why these businesses are 

choosing to expand to Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo, and why now. Second, this 

research was conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, amid a series of lockdowns, store 

closures, and during a period of great uncertainty for business owners, which complicated our 

research in several ways, including recruitment, sample size and not being able physically visit 

the businesses. Lastly, and again related to the pandemic, it is difficult to paint a full picture of 

post-construction traffic as it takes time for people to become comfortable using transit again, 

learn the route and integrate it into their lives. Therefore, it would be beneficial to conduct this 

study again as we establish our “new normal”. Despite these limitations, our research effectively 

demonstrates the interconnected relationship between commercial businesses and gentrification 

induced by rapid transit investment in the Region of Waterloo.  
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Chapter 4  Conclusion 

As the popularity of rapid transit systems and transit-oriented development (TOD) projects 

continues to grow in mid-sized cities, it is imperative that planners and policymakers understand 

the impacts of these projects on the recipient community. In response to the growing use of rapid 

transit as a tool for economic development, the study of transit-induced gentrification has made 

significant strides in exploring the relationship between new transit infrastructure and 

gentrification and is conducted primarily from a residential lens. While this research has been 

fundamental in improving our understanding of transit-induced gentrification, we argue that 

commercial businesses remain largely overlooked in this area of literature. Commercial 

businesses are an integral component to the success of TODs as they improve residents’ access 

to goods, services and employment opportunities. Further, commercial districts can also undergo 

gentrification, in response to the changing consumer demands as neighbourhood demographics 

change, and also in response to increased demand for commercial space and resulting increased 

rents.  

4.1 Answering Thesis Questions 

In this thesis, we aimed to merge the sub-fields of transit-induced and commercial 

gentrification literature by exploring the phenomenon of transit-induced commercial 

gentrification in the mid-sized municipality of the Region of Waterloo, in Ontario, Canada. More 

specifically, addressed the following research questions: 

Q1. Has the commercial business composition within Waterloo Region’s transit corridor 

changed since the approval (2011) and launch (2019) of the ION light rail transit 

system? If so, what effects are seen?  

Q1a. Do these changes relate to, or contribute to commercial gentrification? If 

so, how?  

Q1b. What are the mechanisms behind these changes? 

Q2. How have businesses been impacted by, and responded to, the demographic and built 

form changes associated with LRT implementation? 
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In Manuscript 1, titled “Retail and Light Rail: Investigating the relationship between transit-

induced intensification and commercial gentrification in Waterloo Region’s transit corridor”, 

we address Q1 and Q1a through a secondary data analysis of the Region of Waterloo’s 

Workplace Count (WPC) survey to compare business compositional changes inside and outside 

the central transit corridor (CTC). In Manuscript 2, titled “Transit-induced commercial 

gentrification? Business owners’ perspectives of neighbourhood change in Kitchener-Waterloo”, 

we address Q1 inclusive and Q2 using semi-structured interviews with business owners in 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo.  

Integrating our quantitative and qualitative findings and beginning with Q1 and Q1a, we 

found that yes, the commercial business composition within Waterloo Region’s transit corridor 

has changed since the approval and launch of the ION light rail transit system, and many of the 

changes indicate commercial gentrification. First, we uncover the CTC phenomenon of retail 

decline. Although the literature cites increasing concentrations of retail businesses in gentrifying 

neighbourhoods (e.g. Bridge & Dowling, 2001; Zukin et al., 2009), through our interviews with 

business owners, we find that despite a loss in retail businesses overall, new retail businesses are 

higher-end than those who close, an indicator of commercial upgrading. Second, we observe the 

rise in “discretionary” businesses, that is, non-essential and luxury goods, services and 

restaurants. In both studies, we find increases in the arts and entertainment, food services, and 

personal services categories, which indicate that new residents in the CTC, especially in the 

downtown cores, have more disposable income available to afford these non-essential services. 

Lastly, our qualitative results highlight a decline in local businesses and a rise in chains in the 

downtown cores, and especially in UpTown Waterloo, which is a key indicator of commercial 

gentrification as it can point to the desirability and perceived profitability of a location.  

Moving to Q1b, our qualitative study helps us to identify the mechanisms causing the 

changes in the downtown core areas in Stage 1 of the CTC. While the literature highlights two 

key factors contributing to commercial gentrification – changing demographics and increased 

demand for commercial space – in our research, we revealed interesting caveats to these factors, 

and an additional significant contributing factor. Beginning with neighbourhood demographics, 

our quantitative results demonstrate the “tech boom” in Stage 1 of the CTC, and most 
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significantly, in Downtown Kitchener. Through this increase in tech companies, business owners 

reasonably assumed that the incoming tech workers would become a key part of their customer 

base. This assumption has undoubtedly contributed to new business openings in the area, as 

many hoped to capitalize on this incoming demographic. However, this has not been the case at 

all according to business owners, believed to be related to the amenities provided at the tech 

businesses and the consumption habits of the tech workers. Moving to demand for commercial 

space, while business owners reported substantial rent increases in the downtown cores and 

changing landlord dynamics which has generated increased business turnover, the presence of 

vacant storefronts indicates that perhaps demand for commercial space is not high. Overall, with 

regards to both demographics and commercial demand, our results indicate a difference between 

perceived and actual change, with perceived demographic and demand changes fueling 

commercial change in the CTC at present. The additional, and perhaps most significant, factor 

contributing to commercial change in the CTC is the role that LRT construction has played in 

fast-tracking commercial gentrification. We find that many businesses who might have been able 

to otherwise withstand changing demographics and increased rent prices largely did not have the 

chance to because they could not survive the prolonged decrease in customer traffic caused by 

LRT construction.  

Lastly, we address Q2 through our qualitative interviews with business owners. Once 

LRT construction was complete, business owners anticipated that customer traffic would return 

to normal, or even might increase with more people travelling on the LRT. However, at the time 

of our interviews, most business owners reported that their customer traffic was still below pre-

LRT levels. Additionally, the literature paints a grim picture of the success of pre-gentrification 

businesses, and largely suggests that businesses present in a neighbourhood prior to 

gentrification are bound to eventually succumb to their inability to cater to new residents or pay 

higher rent prices. However, 16 of the 21 businesses in our sample are still operational at the 

time of this writing, with two main factors cited contributing to their success. First, business 

owners reported the importance of having a strong online presence via social media and e-

commerce platforms. Before the LRT, many of these businesses did not have a strong online 

presence, many used the “opportunity” of construction to improve their platforms. Interestingly, 
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while their intention was originally to reach their core customers, businesses found that they 

have been able to reach beyond their local customer base. Second, some pre-LRT businesses 

have been able to thrive because their products or services are popular amongst the new 

residents, such as the bike store, record shop, and bookstore. That is not to say that their success 

is by accident, as these businesses also have worked hard to establish a strong online presence, 

the popularity of their product by incoming residents is perhaps an added bonus.  

4.2 Achieving Thesis Objectives 

As set out in Chapter 1, this thesis had two main objectives: 

Objective 1: to explore the phenomenon of transit-induced commercial gentrification in the 

Region of Waterloo’s CTC 

Objective 2: to explore the practical applications of qualitative research methods in commercial 

gentrification research 

In this section, we will discuss our findings in relation to the objectives of this thesis.  

4.2.1 Transit-Induced Commercial Gentrification in the Region of Waterloo 

As discussed extensively, this thesis and associated manuscripts were highly motivated by the 

increased use of rapid transit systems as an economic development tool to support revitalization 

efforts in mid-sized municipalities across North America. In response to the growing body of 

research focusing on the residential aspects of transit-induced gentrification, this thesis aims to 

contribute to this body of literature by studying the impacts of rapid transit development on 

commercial businesses. Therefore, the first objective of this thesis was “to explore the 

phenomenon of transit-induced commercial gentrification in the Region of Waterloo’s CTC”.  

 We achieved Objective 1 through our secondary data analysis and interviews with 

business owners. In Manuscript 1, we used WPC data to calculate changes in business 

composition inside and outside the CTC between 2011 (when the LRT was announced) and 2018 

(when LRT construction was complete, but the system was not operational). We first used the 

most general two-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) codes to 

calculate and compare industry-level changes in the Region as a whole and compared regional 
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trends to those occurring in Stage 1 and 2 of the CTC and outside the CTC. We then zoomed in 

further to study three-digit NAICS codes, and sub-divided Stage 1 of the CTC to examine 

changes within versus outside the urban cores of Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo.   

Stage 1 CTC outside urban cores, Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo; Stage 2 CTC; 

Outside CTC; and Region total. In Manuscript 2, we narrowed out study area to Downtown 

Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo – who undoubtedly have experienced the most LRT-induced 

change – and interviewed business owners to learn about their observations of change, the 

mechanisms fueling change, and how they have adapted to change. Our quantitative results make 

a strong case for the presence of commercial gentrification in the CTC, and our qualitative 

results reinforce the presence of this phenomenon in Downtown Kitchener and UpTown 

Waterloo. Through our study, we can contribute not only to the larger case study of LRT-

induced neighbourhood change in the Region of Waterloo by reporting on an additional layer of 

change, but also to contribute to the small body of transit-induced commercial gentrification 

research by using the Region of Waterloo as a case study example of this phenomenon.  

4.2.2 Practical Applications of Qualitative Research Methods  

Studies of transit-induced gentrification and commercial gentrification conducted to date favour 

quantitative methods in efforts to measure change. However, as we discovered through our 

quantitative analysis in Manuscript 1, quantitative data cannot always tell us the whole story. 

Quantitative studies of transit-induced gentrification, highlight issues around the efficacy of 

census data and the difficulty of tracking displacement. Further, quantitative studies of 

commercial gentrification can important details related to commercial gentrification, including 

ownership type (e.g., independently owned versus chain), business type (e.g., café, fast-food 

restaurant, full-service restaurant), and business caliber (e.g., no-frills barbershop versus 

specialty hair salon). Therefore, the second objective of this thesis was “to explore the practical 

applications of qualitative research methods in commercial gentrification research”.  

We address this objective in our second manuscript, where we use business owners’ 

descriptions of commercial change to determine whether commercial gentrification is occurring 

in the downtown cores, and further, what business owners believe to be the mechanisms of these 

changes. While our quantitative findings from Manuscript 1 do indicate the presence of 
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commercial gentrification in Stage 1 of the CTC, the restrictiveness of the data only allow us to 

make surface-level conclusions. However, through the integration of qualitative methods in 

Manuscript 2, we are able to paint a more detailed picture of commercial change in the 

Downtown Kitchener and UpTown Waterloo areas within Stage 1 of the CTC. Our qualitative 

findings functioned not only to triangulate our quantitative findings by adding additional detail 

and context, but they also added new aspects of change that otherwise would have been missed, 

including information about business ownership, type, and caliber, mechanisms fueling changes, 

and how business owners are able to adapt to conditions of gentrification. The rich results 

obtained through Manuscript 2 demonstrate the additional opportunities and flexibility available 

with qualitative research methods. Therefore, this thesis provides an example of the beneficial 

use of qualitative methods in a study of commercial gentrification and transit-induced 

commercial gentrification. Qualitative methods contribute to a more holistic understanding not 

only of the physical manifestation of commercial gentrification, but also its contributing factors 

and effects.   

4.3 Contributions and Implications for Planning Research and Practice 

The findings presented in this thesis contribute to the larger body of transit-induced 

gentrification and commercial gentrification literature and highlight several implications for 

planning research and practice. While we include a discussion of these contributions and 

implications in the conclusion sections of both Manuscript 1 and 2, in this section, we will 

provide a summary of implications for planning research, and implications for planning practice 

relevant for the Region of Waterloo and other mid-sized municipalities considering rapid transit.  

4.3.1 Planning Research 

The research presented in this thesis contributes to the small body of literature which seeks to 

integrate the fields of transit-induced gentrification and commercial gentrification. Through our 

study, we find that commercial businesses are sensitive to the effects of transit-induced 

gentrification. While these effects include demographic changes, business owners experience 

more significant disruption by the changes to the built form, through the implementation of the 

rapid transit system itself and through the development and investment booms generated by the 
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new infrastructure. Our research also highlights major discrepancies between perceived and 

actual change related to demographics and commercial demand, with supply-side perceived 

changes fast-tracking gentrification in the CTC. In addition, the substantial role that LRT 

construction played in acting as the “tipping point” for business closure is underrepresented in 

the literature at this time, and, as seen in the case of Kitchener-Waterloo, has played a significant 

role in increasing business turnover. Therefore, in addition to more meaningfully including 

changes in commercial business composition as an element of transit-induced gentrification, 

planning scholars should consider how the construction process can further displacement and 

gentrification in future research.  

 As mentioned in the previous section, this thesis is also a strong example of the benefits 

of integrating qualitative methods into transit-induced gentrification and commercial 

gentrification studies. While quantitative methods are perhaps more effective at gathering a large 

sample and producing easy-to-interpret results, qualitative methods provide an additional layer of 

detail and context to the phenomenon of transit-induced commercial gentrification that simply 

cannot be captured using quantitative methods alone. In addition to being able to triangulate 

results and complement quantitative studies, qualitative methods are strong enough to be used as 

a standalone data source. Our semi-structured interviews with business owners not revealed more 

details about the changes in business composition since LRT approval than our quantitative data, 

they also provided additional insight about what is causing these changes, and how they are 

experiencing and adapting to them As such, planning scholars should consider use of qualitative 

methods in transit-induced gentrification and commercial gentrification studies, as they are 

effective for both identifying and describing the processes at work.    

4.3.2 Planning Practice 

This thesis contributes to the case study of LRT-induced change in the Region of Waterloo. 

While the Region of Waterloo conducts a yearly monitoring program in the CTC, and numerous 

scholars from the University of Waterloo have analyzed the LRT system from a variety of 

angles, our research provides a new perspective of change not otherwise considered. Therefore, 
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this thesis can be used to help inform future monitoring metrics reports and university-led 

research projects.  

Waterloo Region is in a unique position, as it is not only the first mid-sized municipality 

in Ontario to develop an LRT system, but they are also developing its LRT system in two stages, 

with Stage 2 construction anticipated to begin in 2028. Therefore, in this section, we will present 

recommendations that are applicable both to the Region through Stage 2 implementation, and to 

other mid-sized municipalities in North America considering rapid transit.  

This thesis finds that commercial businesses are impacted by rapid transit 

implementation. The data presented help tell the story of commercial change in the Region of 

Waterloo’s CTC that has otherwise gone unreported. Therefore, moving forward knowing the 

potential impacts, monitoring change throughout the implementation of a major capital 

infrastructure such as LRT. Region of Waterloo staff may consider incorporating an analysis and 

discussion of commercial gentrification indicators in the CTC into their annual monitoring 

metrics report, as they have with housing and gentrification in the past. To achieve this, the 

Region could use their own WPC survey data or Statistics Canada’s “Canadian Business Counts” 

data and identify and track key NAICS codes related to commercial gentrification. Along the 

same vein, planning staff may consider updating their WPC survey in future years to gain 

additional data related to business type, ownership, and rent prices to gather additional 

information not available using NAICS alone. Other municipalities could also use data available 

through their employment surveys, other data sources such as Statistics Canada or commercial 

real estate firms or generate their own tracking system to identify and monitor key indicators of 

commercial gentrification. By actively monitoring key indicators of commercial gentrification, 

municipal staff are in a better position to proactively plan and implement programs to support 

business retention.  

As we discovered through Manuscript 2, LRT construction devastated business owners in 

the CTC. Inconsistent messaging from the Region, cities and construction team and prolonged 

delays were extremely frustrating for business owners, and the scale of construction and reduced 

accessibility scared customers away from the downtown cores, despite efforts from business 

associations. Therefore, Waterloo Region (through Stage 2) and other municipalities should 
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engage with business owners from the outset of the construction planning process and develop 

communication processes to ensure business owners are well-informed about construction 

progress and delays so they can adequately prepare themselves (and their customers) for 

disruptions and reduced accessibility. A communication plan should be established between 

regional and local municipalities, construction crews, business associations and business owners 

to facilitate the sharing of accurate and consistent information.  

While improved communication will undoubtedly help, municipalities and local business 

associations should consider implementing financial relief programs for businesses within 

construction areas to minimize the number of establishments going out of businesses due to 

construction. These programs may be modelled off COVID-19 rental relief programs, for 

example. Alternatively, or in addition, municipalities and business associations should explore 

implementing grant programs to help businesses get online and diversify their business plans to 

supplement the lost foot traffic. These grant programs may be developed internally, through 

Community Improvement Plans, for example, or through partnership opportunities with external 

agencies, such as the “Digital Main Street” program, which provides workshops and grants for 

businesses to create, improve, or expand their online presence. Municipalities may also consider 

advocating for commercial rent control programs at the provincial and federal level to protect 

business owners from aggressive rent increases.  

 Lastly, municipalities should consider the practical applications of integrating business 

diversity into planning practice. To protect commercial rent affordability, municipalities may use 

the Inclusionary Zoning model as an example to frame policies that integrate affordable 

commercial units into new developments. At the site plan process, municipalities could request 

or require certain types of businesses as tenants in order to foster TOD neighbourhoods where 

residents can access essential businesses within walking distance.  

4.4 Limitations and Future Work 

In this section, we will describe the limitations of this thesis and highlight opportunities for 

future research. Looking first to our quantitative data in Manuscript 1, we found that while the 

Region of Waterloo’s WPC dataset is effective in providing a snapshot of business composition, 
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since response rates were not shared, it is unknown whether our results are representative of the 

entire business population in the Region. Therefore, future research may consider using other 

data, such as Statistics Canada’s Canadian Business Counts. Also related to the WPC dataset, at 

the time of this research, the most recent survey was conducted in 2018, one year prior to LRT 

operation. While our 2011 data provides a good baseline of business composition the same year 

the LRT was announced, and our 2018 data provides a summary of business composition 

following LRT construction, future research may use WPC data collected in the year 2022, to 

truly show the beginning, middle, and end of LRT implementation – with the significant caveat 

being the COVID-19 pandemic. Second, and as described already, although the NAICS is 

effective in providing information about business classification, some of these classifications are 

quite general, which limits our ability to find certain business types of interest (e.g., cafés, ethnic 

restaurants, second-hand stores). Additionally, the data does not tell us about business ownership 

type (e.g., chain versus independently owned), additional business characteristics (e.g., a 

traditional no-frills barbershop versus a modern contemporary one), or rent prices, which are key 

components of commercial gentrification. In the future, researchers may consider using other 

quantitative data such as business directories which may provide further detail about business 

composition.  

Moving to our qualitative data in Manuscript 2, while our sample includes a range of 

businesses in terms of establishment and relocation history, business types, and customer bases, 

despite our best efforts, our sample size only included locally owned businesses. Therefore, in 

future research, a more targeted approach to include chain and franchise businesses would help 

us understand why these businesses are choosing to expand to Downtown Kitchener and 

UpTown Waterloo, and why now. Second, this research was conducted during the COVID-19 

pandemic, amid a series of lockdowns, store closures, and during a period of great uncertainty 

for business owners, which complicated our research in several ways, including recruitment, 

sample size and not being able physically visit businesses. Lastly, and again related to the 

pandemic, it is difficult to paint a full picture of post-construction traffic as it takes time for 

people to become comfortable using transit again, learn the route and integrate it into their lives. 

Therefore, it would be beneficial to conduct this study again as we establish our “new normal”. 
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Despite these limitations, our research effectively demonstrates the interconnected relationship 

between commercial businesses and gentrification induced by rapid transit investment in the 

Region of Waterloo. Overall, this thesis takes an important first step in integrating commercial 

businesses into discussions of transit-induced gentrification.  
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Appendix A: Percent of Total Calculations – 3-Digit NAICS Subcategories 

 
Figure 2-1. 44-45: Retail Trade Business Composition (1 of 2: Stage CTC Subcategories) (2011-2018) 
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Figure 2-2. 44-45: Retail Trade Business Composition (2 of 2: Stage 2 CTC, Outside CTC, Region Total) (2011-2018) 
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Figure 2-3. 51: Information & Cultural Industries Business Composition (2011-2018) 
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Figure 2-4. 71: Arts, Entertainment & Recreation Business Composition (2011-2018) 
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Figure 2-5. 72: Accommodation & Food Services Business Composition (2011-2018) 
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Figure 2-6. 81: Other Services Business Composition (2011-2018)
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 Appendix B Semi-Structured Interview Template 

Goal: to obtain store owners’ perspectives of neighbourhood change over the course of LRT 
development.  
 

Theme Primary Questions Secondary Questions/Probes 

History of 
business 

Before we begin with the 
interview questions, I 
would first like to learn 
about the history of your 
business.  Can you begin by 
telling me a brief history 
about the establishment of 
your business? 

- Why did you decide to open this business?  
- What year was your business established? 
- Where did you locate? Why? 
- What products/services did you sell? 
- How many staff did you employ? 
- What demographic* did you serve? 

Describe a typical customer.  

How did your business 
evolve over time? Please be 
as specific as possible in 
regard to when and why 
changes occurred.  

- Did you relocate? Why? 
- How did the products/services you offer 

change? 
- How did your staffing change? 
- How did your customers change? 
- How did the organization of your business 

change? 

Location of 
business in 
Kitchener-
Waterloo 

(If relocated to the 
Downtown 
Kitchener/UpTown 
Waterloo corridor) 
Describe the area where 
your business was first 
located.  

- Describe its physical and geographic 
location (e.g., strip mall, SmartCentre, main 
street). 

- What was the demographic* of the area? 
- What was the retail business atmosphere 

like? 
- Why did you leave?  

Why did you choose to 
locate in Downtown 
Kitchener/UpTown 
Waterloo?  

- What attracted you to the area? Were there 
any drawbacks? (e.g., business community, 
demographics, transit, rent prices, etc.) 

- Did you use any available incentives to 
facilitate your move/opening? If so, what 
one(s)? 

Neighbourhood 
evolution  

Over the course of your 
time in the Downtown 
Kitchener/UpTown 
Waterloo, how do you think 
the area where your 
business is located has 
changed?  

- How have the demographics* changed? 
- How have your customers changed?  
- How has the retail business atmosphere 

changed? 
- What do you believe are the mechanisms 

behind these changes? 
- Did you change your business plan to adapt 

to these changes? If so, how? 
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Perspectives of 
LRT 

What was your initial 
reaction to the 
announcement of the LRT 
line? 

- How did you think it would impact your 
business?  

- How did you think it would impact the 
neighbourhood? 

- Did you have any worries about its 
development?  

- How did you prepare for the construction 
phase?  

Describe your experience 
during the construction of 
the line.  

- How did the construction process impact 
your business? (e.g., financially, customer 
traffic, physical accessibility) 

- What did the Region do well to support 
businesses in the affected area? What could 
they have done better? 

Now that LRT construction 
is complete, how do you 
think the line has impacted 
the neighbourhood? Your 
business? Other businesses 
in the area?  

- Have you experienced changes in your 
customer traffic? If so, how? 

- Has your typical customer changed? If so, 
how?  

- What types of businesses have entered/left 
the area? 

- How has the overall neighbourhood 
changed?  

Future of retail 

In conjunction with LRT 
development, the K-W 
corridor has seen 
significant investment in 
new construction and 
redevelopment projects. 
How have these projects 
impacted the 
neighbourhood? Your 
business? Other businesses 
in the area? 

- Many of the condo buildings are not 
finished and new residents have not yet 
moved in. What type of people do you think 
purchased these units? How do you think the 
area will change once they move in? How 
will this impact your business?  

- What is the future of retail in Downtown 
Kitchener/UpTown Waterloo? What is the 
formula for a successful business in the 
core? What must these businesses have? 
Who should they cater to?  

- What message would you give to 
prospective merchants? 
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